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rind precision what is right and what is wrong in the social rela-

tions of men.

Having done these things, he devotes his intelligence to the

manufacture of machines of destruction, to systems of government

and taxation which will enable him to equip himself with many

of these machines and to use them. Also, he takes a man and

instructs him in the humanities of medicine and surgery. This

man becomes skilled in the alleviating of pain and the mei.ding

of injuries. And this man, with a lot of other men and with many

machines of destruction, are dispatched to Korea to travel up the

Pekin Road to Manchuria. His business is to see that the other

men undergo the minimum of pain consequent upon such a

journey. The object of this is to enable them to reach Man-

churia, with their machines of destruction, in condition to inflict

the maximum of pain upon some Russians they expect to find

there. In brief, he mends the men that they may mar other men.

ITe Russian surgeons, on the other hand, are doing precisely the

same thing. The most striking difference between men and dogs

is that of nationality. The difference between wrar and a dog fight

seems to be one of machines to kill and surgeons to make well.

The ends arc the same, to kill, to kill swiftly and to kill to the

uttermost.

DR. MOFFETT '

sunan, March 13, 1904.— At Ping Yang lives Dr. Moffett, an

American missionary. He has lived there a long time. Also, he

has a native name, and I am glad that I learned it. “Mah-mok-sah”
is the Korean rendering of “Moffett,” and it is a word to conjure

with.

On the road to Sunan a Korean messenger, bound south, de-

livered a letter to me from the American mines at Un-san. He
could not speak a word of English; nor could I of Korean.

“Ping Yang?” I queried, with appropriate gestures indicating

interrogation and prospective journeying. He nodded his head.

I handed him a letter. “Dr. Moffett, Ping Yang,” I said. Pie

1 This must have been written as an article for the San Francisco Examiner
but apparently did not reach the editor. Our copy was taken from a
holograph which is in the Henry E. Huntington Library.
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1 that Korean messenger and wrestled withm. He wrestled back. I increased the number and simplicity ofmy gestures. He gesticulated back. We contorted our beeswrote Odysseys on the air with our wildly waring arms, and in
throes of a great desire for understanding broke simultaneously

nto speech I matched his Korean with my English. He vied
with me We shouted, and, again, lapsed into periods of attentive
silence. I gave up in despair and started on my wav. His thirst
tor knowledge must have been severe, for he 'followed me en-
reatmgly I stopped my horse and we gathered together and

wrestled it all over again.

He gave up and started south. I called after him pleadingly
shouted commandingly, and we closed in a third bout As we
assumed expressions of regret preliminary to our final parting I
suddenly remembered my notebook and that therein I had in-
scribed Dr. Moffett’s native name. I pulled the book out eagerly
ut the man regarded me with skepticism. He knew, past all

doubt, that I was unintelligible. He had proved it. He turned to
go, but I caught him by the arm and held him till I found the
p ace, and then I said, slowly and carefully and distinctly: “Mah-
mok-sah. J

Infinite comprehension dawned upon his face, and there
i oodccl over it wares of happiness like unto that of angels. I
knew it was all right and gave him the letter. It went through
that very day; and thereafter, not alone in my notebook, but
on the tablets of my memory, I carried the magic name Mah-
mok-sah.

R is a sympathetic bond capable of connecting me with half
the Koreans I encounter. Yesterday I rode over the snow-clad
hills to the east on a foot path churned knee-deep with mud by
the refugees from Sunan. Shrewdly sheltered in an elbow of the
hills I found a tiny village. The children fled at sight of me
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without doubt considering me a Russian; while the elders, after a

while, crept timidly forth-a sort of committee of safety, I took it

for anxiety was writ large on their faces and by meek gestures I

was invited to leave.

I caught the eye of the chief cider, and said, Mah-mok-sah.

At once into his face came that familiar dawn of infinite com-

prehension. He opened his arms to me. So did the village. I was

invited to dismount and to enter the houses to be entertained.

My horse was entertained. They were loth to have me depart,

and when I finally did tear myself away the whole village turned

out to guide me on a short cut back to Sunan.

From which experience, and divers others, I am driven to con-

clude that Dr. Moffett has no need to be ashamed of his own

name, while of avoiding pride in his Korean name his need must

be great indeed.

To-day I had a visitor. It was the chief elder of the tiny village

in the elbow of the hills. He removed his shoes and came in

and squatted down on the mat before me.

“Mah-mok-sah,” he said. It was a word to conjure with both

ways, for it warmed the cockles of my heart and I sent for

Manyoungi.

Hie frightened Sunanites were beginning to come back, my

visitor told me. Or, at least, a small percentage of the men were

returning to their forsaken homes. At Erst they had been struck

and kicked by the soldiers; but the officers had issued orders

against this and the ill-treatment had promptly ceased. Also, the

Sunanites were beginning to make money.

Yes, the Japanese paid for everything, but the people were just

learning how to gather to themselves the profits. Previously the

officers had bought through the “Number One Man,” who had

obtained the supplies from the villagers but pocketed the pro-

ceeds. Or, to be exact, he had paid them about thirty cents on

the dollar and kept the difference.

“Number One Man” was Manyoungi’s English equivalent for

magistrate. A most detestable magistrate he was, named Pak-

Choon-Song, a yang-ban or nobleman, and a robber. Now all

yang-bans are robbers. The people expect them to rob. They have

never known anything else than robbery on the part of their

rulers. But there are degrees of robbery'
—
“squeeze” is what they

WAR CORRESPONDENCE ss~
call it. A fair squeeze is legitimate. A magistrate who robs
within reason is loved by his people, and when he departs else-
where they select a suitable spot near the city entrance and
erect a monument in honor of the temperateness with which he
robbed.

But such a man was not Pak-Choon-Song. While I interviewed
the chief elder a mob of Sunanites crowded my doors and
backed him up m the charges he made. They were unanimous in
asserting that Pak-Choon-Song kept seventy per cent of all moneys
due them for goods sold to the Japanese officers. Yes, it was true
they were receiving their money now, but that was because they
were dealing directly with the Japanese. On the other hand, and
up to very recently, they had been robbed grievously by Pak-
Choon-Song, and after the Japanese went away they were going
to rise up and kill him.

As Manyoungi translated the woes of his people, I could see
him growing angrier and angrier, his swarthy skin made more
swarthy as the hot blood rose in his face.

“Much poor people,” he said suggestively. I took no notice.
“Very much poor people," he added a little later.

But I kept him busy translating the chorus of woe and com-
plaint which rushed in through both doors upon me. Finally,
unable longer to restrain himself, he spoke straight out: “Master
go see Number One Man.”
What faith he had in my power and nerve I know not; but in

his short life he had learned, what all Asiatics learn, that justice
is a characteristic belonging peculiarly to the white man, and
that from the white man only is it obtainable. His eyes did not
drop. He looked straight into mine, and in the look there was
challenge as well as request.

I did not reply at once, but turned to Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop’s
book on Korea. On page 86 therein I read her description of a
visit she had once paid to a Korean magistrate and which was a
sample of the treatment she received from all magistrates.

One attendant, by no means polite, took my kwan-ja to the
magistrate, and very roughly led the way to two small rooms, in
the inner one of which the official was seated on the floor,

surrounded by a few elderly men. We were directed to stand at
the opening between the two rooms, and behind us pressed as
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H eadqua rt e rs

,

First Imp 3 rial Japanese Army
May 1st. 1904.

D 3ar Dr Mof f 3 tt ,

Sunday, May day, battl3 day, to-day combin 3 s all
3. Inclosed telegram will tell you the story of th> fight.

1 "as vefy S lad t0 receive your l3tt 3 r last night, through
kindness of Mr Max,veil, w hose courier brought i from Sunchon.

1 don t wonder at your suggestion about dates. The reason of
my omitting them was very simple, when I wrote my first message, I
•vas unaware of a rule of the censorship forbidding one to state

. 2 place or date of despatch, and so had t-o mark them out.
There is one thing I want to say, and I h

:
pe you willnot be offended with me for saying it. F.very time I send you atelegram, I feel that I am imposing on your kindness. You ar , avery busy man, and the sending of telegrams in Korea takes time.

feei mean in acting in this fashion. Now if you could get anyman to do the sending, I would very gladly P ay any amount you

alTo
S

1 Y y ° U
:°,

Uld k6ep an eye on th nian ’ and Perhapsallow me to address the messages still to you, you would be adding
:: reat ly to, my already great obligations to you.

1 enclose with this two hundred yen more to oay for
t 3 cables. I had to send off very hastily yesterday, withoutreturning home, and could enclose nothing then.

It was very thoughtful of you to send a duplicate ofmy ™ ssa
f \

to Seoul. It will probably save some time, as I believe .laSC ;e " th-re was g great delay at the Pingyang ~T<JUjy\

0

f 'ft*-*-*-

. , . .

1 am inclined to hire two more couriers, making '

eigh, in all, lor the Pingyang northern journey, light men Ireckon should easily be able to maintain a daily service between
P la ces, and to do the trip as a regular thing, wi h- ut

..xtra rewards, in fortyeight hours. That would mean each man havin-hours walk out, six hours back and twelve hours rest. If you
°

a, i3e wi n this^would you engage the men, send them up as the twoiirst from Pingyang, and get the others to move up so as to mak*the even chain.
In cominS U P* I lost the one paper containing the a reed ®Korean signs for "Hurry" and "Travel Sunday". Would you mindgiving me copies? Here I am, with more encroachments on yourkindness. J

d on are you? Are ^ou f eling really better? Please ir mvkindest remembrances to Mrs Moffett and to all at Pingyang.
V ery since re ly ,

'

i . a. . m c
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First

My dear Or Moffett,

H -j a d q u i r s

,

Imperial Japanese Army.
anchur ian

.

May dth. 1904.

I am s<'rry for all the troubl you ha v 3

had over the refusal of the postal authori i es in Pingyang >o

accept our messages, fh . military aur.hpyiti s hr! assure n e thai;

it mus>. be under sora. misunderstanding, that any officer who

refuses a censored message or attempts *.o alter it will be

punished, and that y*|0 official has a right to delay th m in

any vay. they further say that while there was some delay

tnroughout Aorea 1 st veek, they have now .tiegraphed down

removing it, and that all our telegraphic messages have no.« been

set through.

Of course, this is ver^ poor consolation for those of us /ho

planned and worked, and foun ail our «ork come to nothing.

We will all be the la ghing stock of England and America, for

th full news was allowed to go through to Japan and printed in

the pa. ers here two orthree days ifier th figh . mn i -n i



1 haV ' b 311 * trlm ° dd of d0r '- s t-h'is Jast day qr We. . hanirt

t0 "y t8IU 'ot yet arrlTln6’ I hsVi- had to spend th .’past ««4k in
tn3 out ’ r onurt of a Taoist t mpls, a draughty, cold, damp

piaot, bleak at midday, and an tea house at night. The result ./as

that I spent yesterday in bed.

I nave broken both my pairs of glasses. Is there

f " coulist in Pingyang who could either repair enclosed,

or - end me another pair of equal strength?

The news of the success of your work must cheer your

11 ^ ' Is thls *ar g° ing to prove as great a blessing to you as

Ust? I sincerely hope so. I never realised how poor, how

barren K °rsa is until I entered Manchuria. Ihis land is

s] 1 end id compared with it, the people of a finer type, the

houses, the industry, the methods of agriculture , the available

food, in every /ay superior to those across the Yaly. China, so far,

has surprised ana impressed me profoundly, and I find here a

dilfersnt type of Jninaman to any I knew before.

I
.< finder ii I might trouble you further to

hav a couple of go id sized tins of baking ponder, and

or three tins of sweet ned condensed milk, from Rondon,

P iai sant’s, sent up by the next messenger. If your man could hav

them ob iai ned, I should be vary glad.

he ii X’: metBs} gers / ill probably hi ve to come on to

us about twenty miles along the uain road north of the Yalu.

^Uh Kindest r membrane as to Mrs Moffett, an to all at Piruym

V

V rv . i .fi rely

,
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Headquarters,
First Imperial

Japanese Array,
MANCHURIA.

June 5th. 1904.

Dear Dr Moffett,

I returned to Antung last night, and found a

number of letters from and through you, and some packages

awaiting me. I was very pleasurably surprised to learn that you

had sold the little pony. I had already regarded it as an absolute

loss*

The two boxes of provisions, the box of Tansan and the

Parcels Tost parcel arrived safely, as also did the tent* Alas, the

?• P* Parcel was not the camera. That camera seems lost utterly.

The last news I can get is that itiwas sent .from Tokyo to Chemulpo

;^pril twelfth*

You will be glad to know that after sene* difficulty,

owing to the Post Office having evidently resolved not to transmit

any telegrams I sent to my wife through the Tokyoj officn, we found

one another, and had some days together. It was like a breath of new
v

life. Till you believe that not a single letter which I sent to her

since I left Seoul in April for the front had reached tier, despite

her repeated personal and written applications to the V.olkohama

poso office* ?/ords fail me when I think of the grief and anxiety the

long silence must I know have cost her*

1 am facing the difficulty of getting matter through^

1 re ' ain “CT ? ingyan,g courier service, six between Pingyang and

'•iju, and three bey ondjjl I shall also send duplicates of my censored

matter in some case s by other routes* In many cases I mean to

transmit my copy d.i irect from Pingyang to "hanghai, paying full or

urgent rates from I ?ingyang* liy correspondent, Ludeney ir i
Shanghai, will

hen deal with it* _'y T.ondon people are very good in exp ressing con



fidence in me, and their letters are even kinder than their

telegrams, hut I myself feel ashamed of all the delays I have

suffered# If I could place my hand on any fault, and say that

something which I could change was to blame, I could at, least do

something to remedy it. But, in the language of Gladstone, "the re sours

ces of civilization are not yet exhausted.”

Would you do me the favour of retaining the balance of the

London money for the time, and using it for cabling expenses#

I am very anxious to obtain news of the happenings at Lon-gin, the

port between Wonsan and the north, f’ould you suggest any way in which

I could attempt to do so?

I shall write you a fuller letter in a day

or two. I$y letters are packed up, ray boys are waiting, and in a few

minutes I have to be on to Fengfangchung.

I am anxious to see how my courier service works now.

Accordingly I am stating on the outside the exact time of this

leaving here, ^ould you send a messenger back at; once, with orders

to tell the others to go on quickly at each point. Uy next

address will be Headquarters, ?engfangchung.

With kindest regards,

^ rery sincerely.



Headquarters,
First Imperial Japanese Army,

MANCHURIA.
June 13th. 1904.

Dear Dr Moffett,

The messenger came through in very good time

indeed, arriving here this morning about ten o* clock.

I was glad to hear all your news. The presence of marauding hands of •

-

Russians in Korea is not very re-assuring, is it, however impotent for

serious mischSe^f they may be.

Mr Fraser is here with us, and any letter

sent up by my messengers will reach him. I will see that he gets it.

Would you do me the kindness of despatching a man with

enclosed letter to Mr Muhlensteth. I don*t know if you would mind
1

• P -f j,

telling mm the man to return immediately Mr Muhlensteth gives his
' ^ "* b •

*’

answer, as one of the things he is bringing hack, I urgently want.

I am very glad you opened the telegram, which you

asked me about. If any post office message comes for me, you would

he doing me a real fav our in opening it, as if it were notice of a

parcel lying in the c,ffic6 for mef your signing it (if you did not

mind this) would s aT# a fortnight in the thing reaching me.

Please give nr

at Ping-yang.
S very kindest remembrances to Mrs Moffett and to all

Yours very sincerely,
fit

_
K/)

t
It

The -nr Is little war news to give. Great movements ar p «

The * ^ture of them is oarefully concealed from Z at
es' Russians are far from idle, and a very early date may see tne gre

,a battle of the war*. -
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My dear Dr* Moffatt "Sv- I again venture to trespass upon your kindness

by asking if you will please send a* by some returning messenger a pair

of high yellow shoes that were left with my things at your plaoe. I

enoloae also a roll of photographs for Straigt and a telegram. I sup-

pose you have heard the* news of the Russian defeat above Port Arthur •* It

will be' interesting to hear what is thought of it in St Petersburg as it

is the first important unitary operation for whioh Kuropatkin is

. direotly responsible. 1

>

‘Headquarters Imperial Japanese Army.

June, 18th.
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Headquarters,
First Imperial Japanese Army

MANCHURIA*
June 21 at. 1904*

Ify dear Ur Moffett,

Your letter reached me safely last night, and I

, ji f-agr ,-v

was greatly interested in all your news* You probably know much more

of the progress of events than I do* You have of course heard of the

battle on the railway line, when a considerable Russian force, under

General Starberg, was defeated, with a loss of 1,500* We see no
0

fighting here, although we hear occasional heavy firing; but we know

enough to be aware that the Russians are attempting to take the

offensive in many directions* I anticipate that the next month will

be one of active fighting*

I think that, now that I can send off much of my daily

stuff direct from. Headquarters, I will not continue regularly to

employ the men 'between Sun-chun and Pingyang, Would you mind paying t)

men up to whatever is duo to them* It is always possible to get

men, I Suppose, at Pingyiang and Sunchon, and as the service will, be

oc cas,ional, that will be a substantial saving*

That is a great balance 1 have to my credit, and how you got

*11 the things through so economically, amazes me* I would like,

if it were possible in any way, to have six hundred yen sent up to

the remainder staying with you. Is there any way it could be

sent upl Would the Uai Ichi Gitiko transfer it to its branch at Antung

or Wiju, when I could’ send to th ere?

I hope that y ou and MrB Moffett and ai.1 our f i tends 4 v

Pingyang are well. Will y^u tell . Mr Koons that I am doing a little

Photography now, with rx camera I brought from Japan. I enclose one

photo, to show km*ow now - am progresl sing*

Very sincerel;y,
- / . a . fYi

clL^^i
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Headquarters,
First Imp* Japanese Army,

Men churla*
July 14th. 1964.

Dear Dr Moffett,

Thank you very much for the parcels received.,

the box of hypo, from Seoul, and the package from Shanghai*

I wonder if the long lost camera has yet arrived? It

has at last been located at Seoul, and Mr Muhlensteth In his

last letter wrote as though it would accompany tfc*/If it has not

yet arrived, would you mind sending enclosed MnniniMM wire to
$ '*• * • v - 9 J •

T •

Mr Muhlensteth.

I also enclose a wire to Tokyo, which I should much like

sent, and one or two letters to Seoul, for posting.

I join you in Jfcly 4th celebrations, despite the efforts of
;'3Ji . V' y. .

•

so$e of your countrymen here to force one into Anglo-American
• i

controversies. They seem convinced that Englishmen must have
0

some fundamental animosity to America, and they judge one's

every word accordingly. The attitude is novel and interesting to

me* In my Innocence, I imagined that both peoples had burled

the hatchet many years ago*

> (.

We are doing nothing 2J, here, just apparently sitting still.

What is proceeding at the front, I cannot say. Up to a few

days since, general Kuropatkin surprised us all by remaining

south of Haicheng* I do not know if he is still there. If he

remains {irh&ajtnere is a good position between ftalcheng and Kai

ping where he can fight) he seems fair to be delivered wholly

into our hands. That is, unless there is some unknown fawtor

influencing him* If fee goes, then hey for Harblno
.

Would you do me a great favour sometime, by sending me

(when a messenger is coming up) a few numbers of the "-British

Weekly" and a standard book on Korea* Both will be returned

promptly. 1 am e suedaily anxiou* to see any March



2

numbers of the "B« V. *

Please give my very sincerest greetings to Mrs Moffett*

Very sincerely,

^ a .

\
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Headquarters,
First Imperial J*P® Amsy»

July 15th* 3904*

Dear Dr Moffett,

This is a rare wt+h another man to get the **-

story -off first. If you ooulfi in any way cet the Po»* Office

people to put the message through vr'" ‘ 'y • I should he poet

sincerely obliged..

I have l ad a three days* jounryy to get tfc

the story, and am not lone in, so that I shall not write

much now.

My glasses eot broken. Would it be too much to ark

you to have them put right at one of the shops in y

'

11

!

city. Pling-yang is a centreof trade compared with here.

Vwry kindest regards to Mrs Moffett and all.
\

Very sincerely,

4 & - -

^ V,- [
?»•

I t eae pt c «
k * OJ o

W Ji is.
*€ TBfW

+ » v-e

»•- *y

Ak# e
* <<*»



yirst Imperial Japanese Army,

July 26 th. 1904.

Headquarte rn
i

MANCHURIA.

Deaf Dr Sharrooks,

Would ypu please despatch enclosed message to

Pingyang in place of the one sent yesterday, destroying the
+' *:•

«

former.

If the one has already gone on, please send this immediately

to Pingyang, and if it. is possible mnnmyr would you try to telegraph

to Dr Moffett to stop the former one.

The two packages arrived to-day. I am very much concerned about

the two the Japanese have stopped, as they contain, I suppose, my

emerge and supplies. Would the Japanese at Sun-chon not

give permits for tVr> nen to come up. If necessary, I will appeal

to the General here about it.,

I am aeVing Dr Moffett to send you two hundred dollars of the

money I have left at Ping-yang, as ray money here is difficult to

send.

The parcels, which contained newspapers and clothes, were very

welcome.

P, S. I am more sorry than I can say that you should have had
so much trouble over the seizure of the packages. It is always the

trouble in every army that minor men act as their chiefs would
neither sanction nor ajilow if they knew.

Yours very faithfully.
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headquarters

August 2nd 1904.

.Dear Mrs Moffett,
f

Thank you very much for your cheerful letter* It

arrived just before the battle, and we have been so busy since that I

two minute notes like this letters) until later*
0

Here is another telegram*

The British Weeklies were great* I have not

yet had time to open the books, but I stole half an hour from sleep to

glance over the papers*

am delaying writing you a proper letter (one does not call

Very sincerely,

t a . nr

?*S* Could the next messenger who comes up bring me some olive oil,

vinegar, and, if possible, lime juice or lime juice cordial?



Headquarter?

,

I

jirst Imperial Japanese Army,

Augustb 15th. 19C4.

Dear lira Roffett,

I have not had opportunity earlier to te2T you ?iow

much I am appreciating the book*? and the "British Weeklies"* But I

have a terrible confession to m.->ke about the "B. ¥*8" You know that

any paper which enters this cm i g at onco bespoke by everyone, for
* * \ f ’ *•« -* ' \ 1; t • l

. ^

reading matter is scarce here*. All wanted to road these papers* The

result is that, after passing through all hands, they show greit

signs of wearo I shall straighten them out the best I can, when I

«

return thorn, but I can only offer my apologies. The two hooks have not

suffered.

What a lot has happened since we last met. Do you remeribor

the morning when I rode from your door, with the new saddle hags

fixed? Although I had to discard the saddle bags for that ride, they

have been of very C**eat service 3inco.

I read your accounts of your own work in Pingyang

with wonder*0ne compares its purpose and outcome with one’s own

work, and the result is a very profound dissatisfaction* But there i?5

at least one thing I believe I can honestly say of my work here* How-

ever much it may lack, it will give no man a love of war* Z bn»e

purposely emphasised the horrible tragedy of it, the real suffering,

the pain. We grow ''nllous here, and the things that six months ago
* \

would have been horrors are now trifles* But we never grow ro eaUtcus
v* > * * , » r*

as to forget the misery that all our big fights are K AMJSH bringing on

tens of thousands of women and children to whom the political issues
*\ *

at stake are but a name. Sometimes one looks at a blue eyed, curly

haired, ^alr young Russian prisoner, or turns ones eyes from the

lifeless bod:'’ of a boyish Japanese infantryman, and then memory

come3 of what this means to the mother in the Japanese city, or the



waiting wife In the Russian village#

ity* wife has he en spending the sumor partly In Shanghai,

and partly In Japan. It was a very great treat our being together for
. .4 *» »

two or three days at the end of May. I am hoping that we will meet
h

'
1 ' v

.

again in December# I want to get away from here in November, hut my
j

, ,

’

.V" • ' ' • 11 !j> *

people may not care for it. However I shall do my heat to quit.
> i •’

,
4

I wonder if Dr Moffett and youreelf realise how much yourw r
*,

1
»' J • f.

1
>*

good services hare aided one during +he pa3t few months# If I do not
^ ^ O »* * .'t

' 0 if 1

* 1

say much about this, it is not that 1 have not thought a great deal
1 .t

. . i !
1

,

1

;

of it. You have both made me your debtor In a way I can never
*

1

repay.
, K

‘ '
1

Yours very sincerely,
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comes of what this means to the mother in the Japanese city, or the
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waiting wife In the Russian village*
j f

v •')
*4 T ^ a 1 /

tty wife has been spending the sunrner partly In Shanghai,

and partly in Japan* It was a very great treat our being together for

two or three days at the end of May* I am hoping that we will meet

again in pecenher* I want to get away from here In Movemjher, but my
I an <* •

; ** ) tr oox & <\? >,i .. i<*» briti* 'r.’T-fi*”* put I

people may not care for It, However I sha^l do my beat to quit*

I wonder if Dr Moffett and yourself realise how much your
» t 4 ^ ^ *v or e . j

“ •*

good services hare aided one during the past few months* If I do not
g V*p§«.. a to e.pepcm. The

say much about this, it is not that 1 hare not thought a great deal
* * *'

' C thrciigl^ vM
>

a;rei>.

of it* You hare both made me your debtor in a way I can never
•• t* *. .

.

/it rn f
‘ * ''

••'i; w>en *

repay, *

Yours very sincerely.

ftfff bV:

or.IMt

.

h# horrfbl# \r%i

ih*

:OW

« 4
*

fca’.-f;

L jl *
.

* fi>* >rl

1 S <* ,**f
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Headquarters,

short rterw.

First Imperial Japanese Army,
UuICHUHlA a

August 15th. 1904,

Utr dear Dr Moffett, ^ f

The messenger_p brought the letter and enclosure

safely* The draft was very serviceable, for cash had been running

.

$$
;^' 7$ ffl** H9*j#

I wonder If you would mind receiving two hundred pdUn<TM for rae

from Tokyq, and sending me part of It up. I was hoping to he able to

get It through Yinkqwj and so save troubling you,. >uit all our dreams

of visiting Yinkow immediately are at an end. The authorities have, for

the moment, refused permission for us to go or send there.

This further places de in another difficulty. U?e weSe allowing

supplies of food to run short , knowing that there was plenty at

Yinkow. Could you have a few things. bought in Pingyang, and have a

man bring them up on his back! The things we want, especially
;

are
/

a few tins of meat (small tins), some butter, and some tins of

cream (uhsweetened) . with one or two tins of salmon, if it is ^to be

had There are very few chickens or the like to be had here,

and eggs are now as scare*! as possible. I had ten eggs sent up from

Lienshankwan, five riles back, laet week. Fraser and I had six, and

some criminal came along ?*nd induced our boy to lend him four, on the

solemn promise that they should be returned that evening. Alas for
— * m i* «•

return! Not an egg has been seen since, nor is one likely to be.

The Chinese sellers are frighten*®** to corae near us, lest they ^tould be

suspected of being spies.

I an hoping to a
'et away ln Soven'

D*r * My

people, happily, are ?ery wsll satisfied with
hWhat 1 ha”9 don*> and

their letters could not be kinder or more apprecl>tl7
"* Tha'”'3 t0 y0Ur

help, my messages have got through right up to time.
In th8 Ca5* th*

other day, where Mr Collins was i hours before me wl,
* th * 8nC °Unt



2
nr the battle of Chaotao, he wrote.hie from Information sent over to
Headquarters. I rode over to the field of battle, three days- hard
travelling, and so was perforce behind. But X got the much fuller
and first hand account, which well atoned for the delay. One has
constantly to choose between giving a skimpy immediate account, or wait
ing a few hours for fuller and better details. It is often hard to de-
cide what is right to do. 3ut since what I have done fully satisfies

ny people at home, lam feeling very content.

-e are evidently being compelled to delay our advance by the
wet weather. The rain just now is very heavy.

The camera and the other package
, which were stopped by

the Japanese, arrived here last night. The camera ie a beauty, and
I must try to print some results of its work to show you.

Very sincerely,

$ . Oi .



Tien Shui Tien, Manchuria, August 17th, 1904.

My dear Dr. Mclffatt - I enclose a telegram for Egan in Tokyc and will

need. I enclose

week of the hard

The war with us

man tells me tha

on the sixth and

be grateful if yru will dispatch it. Also a telegram regarding money for

Mr. Blundell, which I will ask you to send if you need funds, making any

changes in it yoj may think best. Will ^oct-you be kind enough to send Dr.

Sharrocks some money to pay the couriers, I do not know how much he may

also a letter for Mr. Hull. We have been experiencing a

jst rains I ha.ve ever known outside of the Philippines,

as been quiet since we reached this place. Me Kensie's

one of my runners was assaulted by Chinese near Antung

his message aqd other things taken from him. Such are

the fortunes of vjar. probably you know that 0. K. Davis has left us some

time since, being recalled by the Herald. The correspondents of the

second army, among whom are Richard Harding Davis and John Fox^are not

many miles from us although we have not seen them. Everyone in this camp

is well and all are hoping, that the war will be finished this summer so

that we may go to other climates for the winter. We have just received wojI.

word of the defeat of the Russian navy , which tends toward that happy

conclusion. I am, Very sincerely yours,

- fc.

t



Headquarters
jirst Imperial Japanese Array

MANCHURIA.
Sejjtember 17 th. 1904.

Dear Mrs Moffett,

It must have been a real exercise of self-denial

for you not to go down to the Conference at Seoul. I can only

hope that your rest will be so fully restored that you will feel

rewarded for it.

package containing clothes, • You refer in your letter to several

packages. The man only brought one.

That means no more telegrams for the present through Ping-yang. I

have told you before what a very great help your kindness and aid have

been to me during this time.

I am half hoping, if they will let me, to return in November

over-land, through Korea. I want to see the country again.

I think the best way to send on the remainder of the money,

would be to telegraph it to the r-Yinkow branch of the

Dai Ichi GinkoThere must be a large amount to come out of it for
recent telegraph and other expenses.

Would you please give the bearer five yen.

With kindest regards to Dr Moffett and mourself, and to

all our friends at Pingyang.

Yours very faithfully,

I received the 500 yen safely last night, and the

We are now allowed access to the Newchang line.

(7. ,

^1,

—
4 'i » l ft

O s.
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CHONNAM NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

318 Yongbong-dong, Kwangju, Korea 500-757

College of Humanities

Office of the Dean

June 3, 1994

Dr. Saauel Moffett

150 Leahrook St.

Princeton, N. J.

U. S. A.

Dear Dr. Moffett!

I aa writing a paper on Jack London and his Korean experiences in 1904

during the Russo-Japanese War as a war correspondent. According to ay

study London net your father in Pyungyang and stayed at the latter’s house

for several days while the writer had the opportunity to laran about the

Korean history and culture. I read “Dr. Moffett” which was written by

London as based on this encounter. And also I learnt that there were soae

correspondences between your father and the writer. Dr. Horace G.

Underwood at Yonsei University. Seoul advised ae to write you concerning

this natter. I wish I could have copies of the letters between Dr. Moffett

and the writer so that I can properly acknowledge the eaployaent of the

writer's experiences in Korea into the creation of his work.

The Jack London Society in Aaerica has invited ae to read this paper at

the syaposiua to be held at the Huntington Library in Septeaber. I look

forward to hearing froa you.

Sincerely yours.

Dean
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PRINCETON
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

July 11, 1994

Mr. Tae Jin Kim
Office of the Dean
Chonnam National University
College of Humanities
318 Yongbong-dong,
Kwangju, Korea 500-757

Dear Mr. Kim:

Thank you for your good letter. I am glad that you are
interested in the connection between Jack London and my father,
with whom London stayed on a number of occasions in 1904 . My
father organized a chain of couriers to carry London's dispatches
from the Yalu River area to Pyongyang, which enabled my father to
send them by telegram on to San Francisco.

On one occasion my father wrote to his father-in-law, Charles
Fish in San Rafael, "Look up the dispatches of Jack London from
Korea in the San Francisco Examiner [and Chronicle]. I can't
guarantee their accuracy, but I can guarantee that they will be
colorful." Moffett and London, so dissimilar in so many ways, got
along together famously, particular when London agreed with him
that Korea was one of the most beautiful countries in the world.
London told father that the view from Peony Point (Moran-bong) on
the Taitong River was one of the 12 most beautiful views in the
world.

I am enclosing a couple of items which you may keep -- a copy
of the only letter of London's which I have, and an article "London
in Sunam.

"

[My father was Samuel Austin Moffett. I am
Samuel Hugh Moffett]

S inceYely you r s ,

Samuel Hugh Mof f°tt

SHM/dms
Enc

.

Samuel Hugh Moffett, Henry Winters Luce Professor of EcUmenics and Mission. I innmu

Princeton Theological Seminary, CN 821, Princeton. NJ 08542-0803
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history continued“
*I explained the condition

of the poor people

to Pak-Choon-Song.'
”

new iimuue 5|wiiuoj?
whisks away'old
and varnish
with one

Strips Anything Fasti
• No Scraping • No Gouging • No Sanding

No Poisonous Chemicals or Dangerous Power Tools!

Incredible MIRACLE ERASER actually "wipes away" crusty finishes faster,

better than any paint or varnish remover you've ever used ...or your money
back! You simply won't believe your eyes. Miracle Eraser slides across age-

old varnish and turns it into dust instantly. Chipped and ugly surfaces are

restored to smack-smooth finishes in minutes. Rust vanishes like magic. No
hard rubbing. Miracle Eraser works best when used in a light, wiping motion.

You will never use sandpaper or poisonous solvents again!

Never Clogs... Never
Loses Its Power

• “Erases" Old Varnish As If It

Were Chalk!

• “Wipes Away" Crusty Old Paint!

• Brings Furniture Down to Bare
Finish Fast!

• Cleans Tar From Hub Caps!

• Makes Rust Disappear!

Barbeque grills, old tools, garden fur-

niture... Miracle Eraser makes them
all look like new—smooth as
glass-ready to refinlsh. Furniture!

Boats! Cars! Bikes!—There is no end
to the uses for Miracle Eraser!

Miracle Eraser never clogs
up like sandpaper.
Thousands of microscopic
points are constantly
resharpened as the

sponge is used No matter
how hard you press, how
messy the job, the Miracle

Eraser surface stays keen
and perfect and keeps
doing its job.

Money Back
Guarantee
This incredible product must be tried to be fully appreciated.
Once you actually use Miracle Eraser yourself you'll know
that it does everything we claim . . . and more! That's why we
extend this guarantee. If you are not totally delighted and
amazed with Miracle Eraser, we insist that you return any
unused portion for a full and complete refund. No questions
asked.

Fabulous Molding Action

The sponge actually molds itself to

the exact contour of any surface!
After a few swipes. Miracle Eraser
literally shapes into comers and
crevices and strips them bare fast.

No power tool or chemical is so
effective, so last, so safel

mu SE-140
General Mail Corporation..

Valley Drive. Greenwich. Conn. 06830

Please send me without delay a carton of 6 Miracle Eraser Sponges for the

low price of only $7.95 plus 50c shipping and handling (total of $8.45). I

understand that if I am not satisfied with the product I may return the

unused portion for a full refund.

Yes. I want to save $2.95. Send me two cartons of the Miracle Eraser 6-pak

for the low. low cost of only $12.95 postpaid.

|

Check enclosed

|

Charge to VISA Master Charge

I
Acct. # Exp. Date:

CKy_

|
(Connecticut residents please edd 7% sales tax)
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though to call his attendants, while 1

wondered what kind of a fight Man-
youngi could put up and wished fer-

vently that Mrs. Bishop could be look-

ing on.

“But the times had changed. Who
or what 1 was, or what were my powers,

Pak-Choon-Song did not know. He
knew only that 1 was a visitant in the

chaos of war, that his authority was not

what it once was, and that 1 was
mystery and to be feared.

“His anger faded away to help-

lessness. The lines which years of au-

thority had put into his face likewise

faded. He began to talk to Manyoungi,
in soft insinuating tones. He talked and
talked. The insinuating tones sank into

a seductive crooning. Waiting, 1 nearly

dozed off to sleep. And the upshot of it

all was that he pleaded not guilty and
that I was mistaken, that I did not

understand.
“ ‘What you think?’ 1 asked Man-

youngi.
“

‘I think him lie,’ was the reply.

“I explained the condition of the

poor people to Pak-Choon-Song. 1

drew harrowing pictures of their pover-

ty and suffering and demonstrated that

a squeeze of seventy percent was more
than they could stand.

“Pak-Choon-Song was very sorry

for the poor people. I asked for some
more substantial expression of his sor-

row than mere words. Pak-Choon-
Song did not understand. I grew imme-
diately afraid. *1 do not understand’ is

the impregnable citadel of the Orien-

tal. When once he has retreated to it,

everything is up. There is nothing in the

universe capable of dislodging him. So
I hastened to cut off Pak-Choon-Song’s

retreat. I looked very severe, and Pak-

Choon-Song looked at me, while I ex-

plained very minutely every detail of

the process of giving back to the people

the seventy percent squeeze.

“He said he understood, and he

promised faithfully that every cent of it

would be returned. There was nothing

more to be said. The mission was
accomplished. I arose to go. A swarm
of attendants appeared. Pak-Choon-

Song himself saw me to the door, and

he saw me through the door, and
through two more rooms, and down the

steps, and across the courtyard to the

outer gate, and at the top of the last

flight of stairs bade me an obsequious

goodbye.
“But so far as concerned the re-

turn of the seventy percent squeeze, 1

knew, and Manyoungi knew, and Pak-

Choon-Song knew and we all knew one

another knew, that Pak-Choon-Song
intended nothing of the sort."

74 becerrtxr 10, 1978/Scn Ftetkaco Sindtry Exomrw & Qrcnd*



nerve I know not . . . His eyes did not drop. He
looked straight into mine, and in the look there

was a challenge as well as request.

“I did not reply at once, but turned to

Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop’s book on Korea. On
page 86 therein I read her description of a visit

she had once paid to a Korean magistrate and

which was a sample of the treatment she

received from all magistrates.

"One attendant, by no means polite, took

my kwanja to the magistrate, and very roughly

led the way to two small rooms, in the inner one

of which the official was seated on the floor,

surrounded by a few elderly men. We were
directed to stand at the opening between the

two rooms, and behind us pressed as many of

the crowed as could get in. I bowed low. No
notice was taken. An attendant handed the

magistrate a pipe, so long that it would have

been impossible for him to light it for himself,

and he smoked. Mr. Miller hoped that he was
in good health. No reply, and the eyes were
never raised. Mr. Miller explained the object of

the visit, which was to get a little information

about the neighborhood. There was only a very

curt reply, and as the great man turned to one
of his subordinates and began to talk with him,

and rude remarks were circulating, we took

leave, with the usual Korean phrases of polite-

ness, which were reciprocated.’

“I laid the book down. Manyoungi was
still looking at me, and the challenge had not

died out of his eyes—keen black eyes in which I

knew I dared not lose prestige. Besides, there

was Mrs. Bishop. I might at least avenge her.

Also, here I was cooped up in the desolate

village of Sunan by order of His Imperial

Japanese Majesty’s Minister of War, unable to

proceed the matter of a few miles to the firing-

line, and decidedly bored by my own society.
“ ‘Manyoungi,’ I said, and I began to

practice what I imagined was the pompousness
of a yang-ban, ‘Mayoungi, go to Number One
Man’s house. Catch Number One Man. Tell

him 1 come in two hours and that he must wait

for me. If he no wait tell him I get very much
angry. Understand?’

“Manyoungi was transfigured. His face

shone like the full moon. ‘Yes, master,’ he said

exultantly, ‘I very much understand. I go now.’

"And he went, splitting the crowd at the

door like the stem of a ship cutting a sea.
“
‘Oh, Isabella Bird Bishop,’ I thought, ‘if

you had only sent such a summons how differ-

ent your treatment might have been!’ But that
was ten years back, and she had had no
invading army at her heels. Decidedly her
treatment would have been different.

“Two hours later I walked up to the
yamen of Pak-Choon-Song. It was beautifully
located on rising ground overlooking Sunan,
but was in a sad state of disrepair. Everything
had gone to rack and ruin, including the
erstwhile rudeness of the now exalted flag-
stones of a courtyard as like as two peas to the
one described by Mrs. Bishop. The torn paper
was fluttering from the lattice windows and the
lacquer and paint was scaling off. To two
precisely similar small rooms was I led, in the
inner one of which sat Pak-Choon-Song upon
the floor.

“It was strangely familiar. I had seen it all

“It was an

age of horses

and kings,

of romance

and glorious

nonsense

before — through Mrs. Bishop’s eyes. There
were the elderly men surrounding the magis-
trate, the unrecognizing, unseeing, and super-

cilious hauteur of that worthy, and the crowd
pressing in on my heels. But some of the things

Mrs. Bishop’s eyes had seen I resolved mine
should not see; so, to prevent being posted like a

dime museum freak in the opening between the

two rooms, I promptly walked over and sat

down on the cushions beside Pak-Choon-Song.
“The attendants were aghast. Pak-

Choon-Song, for all his studied indifference,

could not forbear stealing an apprehensive look

at me out of the cormer of his oblique eyes. He
did not speak. Manyoungi was standing and
being shouldered by the crowd, more of which
had jammed in. In his head was the ferment of

a new idea, the Western idea of the rights of

man. In his head were hatred for the yang-ban
class and defiance. But in the soul of him was
the humility of generations, a thing not to be
downed in a day by any idea of the head. I do
verily believe that his humble demeanor was as

much reflex action as that of the new-born
flycatcher bursting its head through the shell

and snapping its beak at the first passing insect.

“I wondered if he was going to funk, and
ordered him to sit down — an unheard of

proceeding in the presence of so exalted a

personage as a heaven-born yang-ban. He
looked about him dubiously and fearfully.

“
‘Sit down,’ I said sharply. He sat, but in

doing so made obvious effort to occupy the

least space possible.
“

‘Tell them to get out,’ I said, pointing at

the crowd.
“Manyoungi talked to them in a respect-

fully subdued voice, and the sight of their going
seemed to help him pull himself together.

“
‘Tell them to get out,’ I said, pointing at

the elderly men who surrounded Pak-Choon-
Song, in a sort of bodyguard.

“And oh, if only Mrs. Isabella Bird

Bishop had been there to see them go!
“

‘Tell him I have come to see him,’ I said— and it was quite to the point, for so far he

had been superbly unaware of my existence

and of the fact that I was present. Upon this

intimation Pak-Choon-Song looked in my di-

rection and officially discovered that I was
there. He was a large man, nearly six feet in

height as I afterward learned and his body

looked comfortably dimensioned under its

spotless white robes. He was full-featured and
bearded, and towered above me as he sat there

on the floor. What of his size and mien and
spotless robes in so tiny a room he seemed for

all the world a tenderly cherished joss in some
temple sanctuary. His hands were white and
soft as a woman’s, and I am sure he was flabby;

while his face had that sickly whiteness of a

swarthy skin sheltered for a lifetime from the

rays of the sun.

“He asked if my health was good. I

reciprocated, and for five minutes we outdid

each other in politeness. In the end the victory

fell to him. It always does. There is no coping in

such things with the Asiatic and all the while

his heavy-lidded eyes studied me with that

species of cunning which is best described as

Oriental or vulpine.

“I enquired about the advent of the

Russian scouts, their retreat, and the subse-

quent advance of the Japanese. He was voluble

in his replies, and the time passed. Manyoungi,
whose head, by now, had again dominated his

soul, grew impatient.
“ ‘Master,’ he suggested, ‘you speak

Number One Man him catch very poor peo-

ple’s money. Him keep allee time no give. Very

poor people, very much poor.’

“I explained that I would work around to

it, and went on. Yes, Pak-Choon-Song had

furnished the Japanese soldiers with fuel and

rice and forage for their horses, and he had

been paid for the same. Where had he obtained

the fuel, rice, and forage? From the people.

Then why did he not pay the people the money
which belonged to them?

“Manyoungi was like a wrathful angel as

he translated the question. His voice, no longer

subdued, rang like a trumpet in the tiny room.

He sat up erect, and his sunburned face grew

dark.
“Pak-Choon-Song glowered at me in

speechless anger. Of course, it must be under-

stood that directness is as repulsive to the

Oriental mind as the violation of every one of

the Ten Commandments is to the Occidental.

Besides, I had begun by being so beautifully

indirect, and then to spring this most brutal,

point-blank directness upon him! He would

have looked reproach at me had he not been so

angry. He glanced about him and made as

continued
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great adventures. It was an age of horses and

kings, of romance and glorious nonsense. The
role of the war correspondent had been glamor-

ized by Richard Harding Davis and the bearer

of the white man’s burden had been popular-

ized by Kipling, but Jack London’s gently self-

mocking report shows us that the reality of

these roles was a far cry from the myth.

Finally, this lost story bears eloquent

witness to the fact that Jack London possessed

the one quality indispensable to any reporter

under fire: a sense of humor.

JL/ateline: Sunan (Korea), March 13,

1904.

“To: San Francisco Examiner
“From: Jack London, Correspondent,

First Japanese Army.
“At Ping Yang lives Dr. Moffett, an

American missionary. He has lived there a long

time. Also, he has a native name, and I am glad

that 1 learned it. ‘Mah-mok-sha’ is the Korean
rendering of ’Moffett,’ and it is a word to

conjure with.

“On the road to Sunan a Korean messen-

ger, bound south, delivered a letter to me from
the American mines at Un-san. He could not

speak a word of English; nor could I of Korean.

‘Ping Yang?’ I queried, with appropriate ges-

tures indicating interrogation and prospective

journeying. He nodded his head. I handed him
a letter. ’Dr. Moffett, Ping Yang,’ I said. He
looked blank. I repeated it, with gestures of one
syllable. He looked blanker. Then we stood in

the middle of the muddy road and stared in

mutual blankness. The cold north wind whis-

tled by, with a flurry or two of snow. I looked

vainly down the reaches of the Pekin Road for

Manyoungi, my gem of Korean boys with

whom pigeon English always achieved results.

He was behind, I knew not how many miles,

with the pack-horses.

“Then I turned upon that Korean messen-
ger and wrestled with him. He wrestled back. I

increased the number and simplicity of my
gestures. He gesticulated back. We contorted
our faces, wrote Odysseys on the air with our
wildly waving arms, and in the throes of a great
desire for understanding broke simultaneously
into speech. I matched his Korean with my
English. He vied with me. We shouted, and,
again, lapsed into periods of attentive silence. I

gave up in despair and started on my way. His
thirst for knowledge must have been severe, for

he followed me entreatingly. I stopped my
horse and we gathered together and wrestled it

all over again.

“He gave up and started south. I called
after him pleadingly, shouted commandingly,
and we closed in a third bout. As we assumed
expressions of regret preliminary to our final

parting I suddenly remembered my notebook
and that therein I had inscribed Dr. Moffett’s
native name. I pulled the book out eagerly, but
the man regarded me with skepticism. He

“For London

,

the danger

was all in

a day’s work.

So, too,

was the

homesickness.”

knew, past all doubt, that I was unintelligible.

He had proved it. He turned to go, but I caught

him by the arm and held him till I found the

place, and then 1 said, slowly and carefully and
distinctly: ‘Mah-mok-sah.’

“Infinite comprehension dawned upon his

face, and there flooded over it waves of happi-

ness like unto that of angels. I knew it was all

right and gave him the letter. It went through

that very day; and thereafter, not alone in my
notebook, but on the tablets of my memory, I

carried the magic name, Mah-mok-sah.
“It is a sympathetic bond capable of

connecting me with half the Koreans I encoun-
ter. Yesterday I rode over the snowclad hills to

the east on a foot path churned knee-deep with

mud by refugees from Sunan. Shrewdly shel-

tered in an elbow of the hills I found a tiny

village. The children fled at sight of me,
without doubt considering me a Russian; while

the elders, after a while, crept timidly forth—

a

sort of committee of safety, I took it, for

anxiety was writ large on their faces and by
meek gestures I was invited to leave.

“I caught the eye of the chief elder, and
said, ’Mah-mok-sah.’

“At once into his face came that familiar

dawn of infinite comprehension. He opened his

arms to me. So did the village. I was invited to

dismount and to enter the houses to be enter-

tained. My horse was entertained. They were
loth to have me depart, and when I finally did

tear myself away the whole village turned out

to guide me on a short cut back to Sunan.
“From which experience, and divers oth-

ers, I am driven to conclude that Dr. Moffett

has no need to be ashamed of his own name,
while of avoiding pride in his Korean name his

need must be great indeed.

“Today I had a visitor. It was the chief

elder of the tiny village in the elbow of the hills.

He removed his shoes and came in and squat-

ted down on the mat before me.
’Mah-mok-sah,’ he said. It was a word to

conjure with both ways, for it warmed the

cockles of my heart and I sent for Manyoungi.
“The frightened Sunanites were begin-

ning to come back, my visitor told me. Or, at

least, a small percentage of the men were
returning to their forsaken homes. At first they
had been struck and kicked by the soldiers; but

the officers had issued orders against this and

the ill-treatment had promptly ceased. Also,

the Sunanites were beginning to make money.
“Yes, the Japanese paid for everything,

but the people were just learning how to gather

to themselves the profits. Previously the offi-

cers had bought through the ‘Number One
Man,’ who had obtained the supplies from the

villagers but pocketed the proceeds. Or to be

exact, he had paid them about thirty cents on
the dollar and kept the difference.

“ ‘Number One Man’ was Manyoungi’s
English equivalent for magistrate. A most
detestable magistrate he was, named Pak-

Choon-Song, a yang-ban or nobleman, and a

robber. Now all yang-bans are robbers. The
people expect them to rob. They have never

known anything else than robbery on the part

of their rulers. But there are degrees of robbery— ‘squeeze’ is what they call it. A fair squeeze

is legitimate. A magistrate who robs within

reason is loved by his people, and when he

despairs elsewhere they select a suitable spot

near the city entrance and erect a monument in

honor of the temperateness with which he

robbed.

“But such a man was not Pak-Choon-
Song. While I interviewed the chief elder a

mob of Sunanites crowded my doors and
backed him up in the charges he made. They
were unanimous in asserting that Pak-Choon-

Song kept seventy percent of all moneys due

them for goods sold to the Japanese officers.

Yes, it was true, they were receiving their

money now, but that was because they were

dealing directly with the Japanese. On the

other hand, and up to very recently, they had

been robbed grievously by Pak-Choon-Song,

and after Japanese went away they were going

to rise up and kill him.

“As Manyoungi translated the woes of his

people, I could see him growing angrier and

angrier, his swarthy skin made more swarthy

as the hot blood rose in his face.
“ ‘Much poor people,’ he said suggestive-

ly. I took no notice. ‘Very much poor people,’

he added a little later.

“But I kept him busy translating the

chorus of woe and complaint which rushed in

through both doors upon me. Finally, unable

longer to restrain himself, be spoke straight

out: ‘Master go see Number One Man.’

“What faith he had in my power and
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Correspondent Jack London identifies himself to Korean officials.

Jack London

In Sunan

By Howard Lachtman

Jack London went to war in 1 904 as a
correspondent nominally attached to the Japa-
nese First Army, but actually attached to the

San Francisco Examiner.
When James Gordon Bennett’s New

York Herald asked the California writer to be
its eyes and ears in Asia, arch-rival William
Randolph Hearst decided to “get London at

any price” and scoop his eastern competitor.
After all, Bennett had once sent a reporter to

Africa to find a missing missionary named
Livingstone and gotten back the greatest story
in the history of journalism. It was just possible

that the second greatest story lay in wait for an
intrepid reporter somewhere along the Chinese
border, where the armies of imperial Russia
and Japan were preparing to clash. Hearst was
taking no chances about another Bennett
triumph.

After having his photo snapped on the
roof of the Examiner building, London sailed
out from San Francisco on January 7 as a
Hearst man, complete with notebooks, 3-A
Kodak, and editorial instructions not to wait
for the war, but to find it, write it, and “send it

home” to San Francisco.

Hearst had to bid high for London’s
services, but the result was worth it. While his
fellow correspondents allowed themselves to be
wined, dined, and delayed in Tokyo by the
courteous but cautious Japanese government,
the resourceful London made an unauthorized
dash to reach the front lines and the story he
had been sent to obtain, traveling half-frozen in
an open sampan up the bleak coast of Korea
and then riding the plunging deck of a saddle
horse north through mud and snow from Seoul
to Sunan. There, like Bennett’s man in Africa,
he conducted his own search for an elusive
missionary, one Dr. Moffett. He had a letter
for him, and perhaps Jack also had dreams of
lifting his cap to that good man and saying
Mr. Moffett, I presume?” loud enough for the
Herald agent to take down for posterity.

Although frustrated by military censor-
ship (“We saw what we were permitted to see,”
he wrote, "and the chief duty of the officers
looking after us was to keep us from seeing

anything”), hobbled by a recent ankle injury,
hampered by language problems (“It’s not
quite satisfactory to do business with a twenty
four-word vocabulary and gesticulations”),
and plagued by the logistics of traveling in a
strange country, London sent back to the
Examiner the best stories and the first photos
of the war. In order to do so, he was obliged to
run a number of risks, including several arrests
and interrogations, and a near court-martial
which required the personal intervention of
President Theodore Roosevelt to prevent him
from being shot.

For London, the danger was all in a day’s
work (“I am advised to get my life insured,” he
commented wryly). So, too, was the homesick-
ness he confessed in a letter from Manchuria to
San Francisco poet George Sterling: “How
often I think of you and the fresh California

Jock London material pubfched by pemvssion of the Estate of

kving Shepard. Al rights reserved

days in the open, the while I swelter here in a

Chinese city breathing alike the dust of the

living and the dust of the dead.”

The following report from the war zone is

one which never reached the Examiner. It may
be that the censors were not in an obliging

mood, or that the report was lost in transit. It

may even be that London preferred to keep it to

himself, possibly as the genesis of a projected

short story. We shall never know.

What we do know is that the delays and

detours imposed on London by the military

command compelled him to write a number of

human interest stories whose charm and vivaci-

ty have not faded after seven decades. This is

one of them.
The last of Jack London’s war corre-

spondence, the story of the missionary and the

magistrate, is over seventy years “late” to the

Examiner. It appears now in order to give you

an intimate glimpse of a legendary writer in

action, as well as a snapshot of an age in which

both war and journalism were regarded as

continued
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\ It was especially difficult for one new
packer. She fainted on the line. “You're stand-

ing stHl, eyes fixed on that moving belt. There’s

no oxygen going to your brain. I hear it

happens to the Buckingham Palace Guard. I

felt sick to my stomach, and I broke out in a

cold sweat. The next thing I knev/, they were
pulling me out frbm under the bdlt. 1 heard the

forelady say: ‘Don’t stop ^fhat belt! She's

okay.’
”

Florencia CombTs/ has been packing
Christmas candy at /S®Cs since 1960. Do
people pass out on the liner/Well, sometimes.

When they're not uked to it. Nobody dead yet.”

She leans back ancl enjoys her faugh ter, hands
still stuffing capdy. Florencia is ohe of a group
of thirty seasonal workers who corrtmute from
Pittsburg, "pbeir day stretches from 5

v
a.m. to 5

p.m. In the summer they drive seventy-two

miles tp'work in the canning plants in Modesto.
ler friend, Susan Abinsay, is sixty years

oldvShe has the vitality of an athlete. Does she

like packing candy? Her face explodes with
genuine pleasure: “Oh sure, we love to wofkf”
She grins broadly. “I am — how do yoiLsay?—"'^>ld in body, but young in spirit.” /

vNcxt to Florencia, Catrina Varni is stand-

ing aKthe head of the line, supply/ig the belt

with boxes. Like many other wpm6n, she has
several Baruiaids on her fingersylhe little cups
can cut. (“mtd try putting bn A Bandaid when
the belt’s movW!” says one/packer.) “But you
better not bleed their candy!” says another.
Catrina had a fulltime job at Planter's Pea-
nuts, but they movb^ away, so now she’s a
seasonal packer at

I

From sonte^her^ythe shout comes:
“Break!" and tjre long centipede splits into its

component human parts evftn before the belt

has rattled to a halt. “Here comes the
stamppde!” Women head for tne fountain and
the-door, swinging arms, rubbinjk necks, chew-
ing candy. One group collects in a/ircle on the
floor. What do you like about working at

See’s? Unanimously: “The moneyV’ Would
you like to work here full-time? AgVin, with
one voice: “No!” They burst into delighted
laughter.

•A buzzer sounds and the women file past
the rorelady as she sprays their hands from a
bottleXmarked “Sanitizer” in large black let^
ters. The belt lurches to a start, and (he
centipedc\csumes its rough dance. /

A portly young man steams by with a load
of empty containers, sweat popping off his

brow. “Hi. I’m what they call a ‘never.’ I’m an
extra guy, and theV send me where they need
someone. Like today\his guWgot sick.”

The rover’s name\s^Bruce. He has been
working at See’s for fouCdays, and he likes it.

“They give you a jo^/and you've got to get it

done: but everybody depends on everybody
else. We've gotta bustle to kebR them going,"
he nods toward the women carrymg bulk boxes
to the line, band they've gotta hustle to keep
the packers going. So everybody counts on
everybody. It’s demanding, but it's \ chal-
lenge/'

/His hands are full. He lifts his elbow t<l

fade to mop the sweat out of his eyes even as^l

deposits the empty boxes in a stack. Then he
picks up boxes of full candy and chugs away,
yelling back: “It’s fun!"
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“For London,

the danger

was all in

a day’s work.

So, too,

was the

homesickness

‘History continued

great adventures. It was an age of horses and

kings, of romance and glorious nonsense. The
role of the war correspondent had been glamor-

ized by Richard Harding Davis and the bearer

of the white man's burden had been popular-

ized by Kipling, but Jack London’s gently self-

mocking report shows us that the reality of

these roles was a far cry from the myth.
Finally, this lost story bears eloquent

witness to the fact that Jack London possessed

the one quality indispensable to any reporter

under fire: a sense of humor.

X^/ateline: Sunan (Korea), March 13,

1904.

“To: San Francisco Examiner
“From: Jack London, Correspondent,

First Japanese Army.
“At Ping Yang lives Dr. Moffett, an

American missionary. He has lived there a long

time. Also, he has a native name, and I am glad

that I learned it. ‘Mah-mok-sha’ is the Korean
rendering of ‘Moffett,’ and it is a word to

conjure with.

“On the road to Sunan a Korean messen-

ger, bound south, delivered a letter to me from
the American mines at Un-san. He could not

speak a word of English; nor could I of Korean.

‘Ping Yang?’ I queried, with appropriate ges-

tures indicating interrogation and prospective

journeying. He nodded his head. I handed him
a letter. ‘Dr. Moffett, Ping Yang,’ I said. He
looked blank. I repeated it, with gestures of one
syllable. He looked blanker. Then we stood in

the middle of the muddy road and stared in

mutual blankness. The cold north wind whis-
tled by, with a flurry or two of snow. I looked
vainly down the reaches of the Pekin Road for

Manyoungi, my gem of Korean boys with
whom pigeon English always achieved results.

He was behind, I knew not how many miles,

with the pack-horses.

“Then I turned upon that Korean messen-
ger and wrestled with him. He wrestled back. I

increased the number and simplicity of my
gestures. He gesticulated back. We contorted
our faces, wrote Odysseys on the air with our
wildly waving arms, and in the throes of a great
desire for understanding broke simultaneously
into speech. I matched his Korean with my
English. He vied with me. We shouted, and,
again, lapsed into periods of attentive silence. I

gave up in despair and started on my way. His
thirst for knowledge must have been severe, for

he followed me entreatingly. I stopped my
horse and we gathered together and wrestled it

all over again.

“He gave up and started south. I called
after him pleadingly, shouted commandingly,
and we closed in a third bout. As we assumed
expressions of regret preliminary to our final

parting I suddenly remembered my notebook
and that therein I had inscribed Dr. Moffett’s
native name. I pulled the book out eagerly, but
the man regarded me with skepticism. He

knew, past all doubt, that I was unintelligible.

He had proved it. He turned to go, but I caught
him by the arm and held him till I found the

place, and then I said, slowly and carefully and
distinctly: ‘Mah-mok-sah.’

“Infinite comprehension dawned upon his

face, and there flooded over it waves of happi-

ness like unto that of angels. I knew it was all

right and gave him the letter. It went through

that very day; and thereafter, not alone in my
notebook, but on the tablets of my memory, I

carried the magic name, Mah-mok-sah.
"It is a sympathetic bond capable of

connecting me with half the Koreans I encoun-
ter. Yesterday I rode over the snowclad hills to

the east on a foot path churned knee-deep with

mud by refugees from Sunan. Shrewdly shel-

tered in an elbow of the hills I found a tiny

village. The children fled at sight of me,
without doubt considering me a Russian; while

the elders, after a while, crept timidly forth—

a

sort of committee of safety, I took it, for

anxiety was writ large on their faces and by
meek gestures I was invited to leave.

“I caught the eye of the chief elder, and
said, ‘Mah-mok-sah.’

“At once into his face came that familiar

dawn of infinite comprehension. He opened his

arms to me. So did the village. I was invited to

dismount and to enter the houses to be enter-

tained. My horse was entertained. They were
loth to have me depart, and when I finally did

tear myself away the whole village turned out

to guide me on a short cut back to Sunan.
“From which experience, and divers oth-

ers, I am driven to conclude that Dr. Moffett

has no need to be ashamed of his own name,
while of avoiding pride in his Korean name his

need must be great indeed.

“Today I had a visitor. It was the chief

elder of the tiny village in the elbow of the hills.

He removed his shoes and came in and squat-

ted down on the mat before me.
‘Mah-mok-sah,’ he said. It was a word to

conjure with both ways, for it warmed the

cockles of my heart and I sent for Manyoungi.
“The frightened Sunanites were begin-

ning to come back, my visitor told me. Or, at

least, a small percentage of the men were
returning to their forsaken homes. At first they

had been struck and kicked by the soldiers; but

the officers had issued orders against this and

the ill-treatment had promptly ceased. Also,

the Sunanites were beginning to make money.
“Yes, the Japanese paid for everything,

but the people were just learning how to gather

to themselves the profits. Previously the offi-

cers had bought through the ‘Number One
Man,’ who had obtained the supplies from the

villagers but pocketed the proceeds. Or to be

exact, he had paid them about thirty cents on
the dollar and kept the difference.

“ ‘Number One Man’ was Manyoungi’s
English equivalent for magistrate. A most
detestable magistrate he was, named Pak-

Choon-Song, a yang-ban or nobleman, and a

robber. Now all yang-bans are robbers. The
people expect them to rob. They have never

known anything else than robbery on the part

of their rulers. But there are degrees of robbery— ‘squeeze’ is what they call it. A fair squeeze

is legitimate. A magistrate who robs within

reason is loved by his people, and when he

despairs elsewhere they select a suitable spot

near the city entrance and erect a monument in

honor of the temperateness with which he

robbed.
“But such a man was not Pak-Choon-

Song. While I interviewed the chief elder a

mob of Sunanites crowded my doors and

backed him up in the charges he made. They
were unanimous in asserting that Pak-Choon-

Song kept seventy percent of all moneys due

them for goods sold to the Japanese officers.

Yes, it was true, they were receiving their

money now, but that was because they were

dealing directly with the Japanese. On the

other hand, and up to very recently, they had

been robbed grievously by Pak-Choon-Song,

and after Japanese went away they were going

to rise up and kill him.

“As Manyoungi translated the woes of his

people, I could see him growing angrier and

angrier, his swarthy skin made more swarthy

as the hot blood rose in his face.
“ ‘Much poor people,’ he said suggestive-

ly. I took no notice. ‘Very much poor people,’

he added a little later.

“But I kept him busy translating the

chorus of woe and complaint which rushed in

through both doors upon me. Finally, unable

longer to restrain himself, he spoke straight

out: ‘Master go see Number One Man.’
“What faith he had in my power and
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nerve I know not ... His eyes did not drop. He
looked straight into mine, and in the look there

was a challenge as well as request.

“I did not reply at once, but turned to

Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop’s book on Korea. On
page 86 therein I read her description of a visit

she had once paid to a Korean magistrate and

which was a sample of the treatment she

received from all magistrates.

“One attendant, by no means polite, took

my kwanja to the magistrate, and very roughly

led the way to two small rooms, in the inner one

of which the official was seated on the floor,

surrounded by a few elderly men. We were

directed to stand at the opening between the

two rooms, and behind us pressed as many of

the crowed as could get in. I bowed low. No
notice was taken. An attendant handed the

magistrate a pipe, so long that it would have

been impossible for him to light it for himself,

and he smoked. Mr. Miller hoped that he was

in good health. No reply, and the eyes were

never raised. Mr. Miller explained the object of

the visit, which was to get a little information

about the neighborhood. There was only a very

curt reply, and as the great man turned to one

of his subordinates and began to talk with him,

and rude remarks were circulating, we took

leave, with the usual Korean phrases of polite-

ness, which were reciprocated.’

“I laid the book down. Manyoungi was
still looking at me, and the challenge had not

died out of his eyes—keen black eyes in which I

knew I dared not lose prestige. Besides, there

was Mrs. Bishop. I might at least avenge her.

Also, here I was cooped up in the desolate

village of Sunan by order of His Imperial

Japanese Majesty’s Minister of War, unable to

proceed the matter of a few miles to the firing-

linc, and decidedly bored by my own society.
“ 'Manyoungi,' I said, and I began to

practice what I imagined was the pompousness
of a yang-ban, "Mayoungi, go to Number One
Man’s house. Catch Number One Man. Tell

him I come in two hours and that he must wait

for me. If he no wait tell him 1 get very much
angry. Understand?’

"Manyoungi was transfigured. His face

shone like the full moon. ‘Yes, master,’ he said

exultantly, 'I very much understand. I go now.’
“And he went, splitting the crowd at the

door like the stem of a ship cutting a sea.
** ‘Oh, Isabella Bird Bishop,’ I thought, ‘if

you had only sent such a summons how differ-

ent your treatment might have been!’ But that
was ten years back, and she had had no
invading army at her heels. Decidedly her
treatment would have been different.

“Two hours later I walked up to the
yamen of Pak-Choon-Song. It was beautifully
located on rising ground overlooking Sunan,
but was in a sad state of disrepair. Everything
had gone to rack and ruin, including the
erstwhile rudeness of the now exalted flag-
stones of a courtyard as litcc as two peas to the
one described by Mrs. Bishop. The torn paper
was fluttering from the lattice windows and the
lacquer and paint was scaling off. To two
precisely similar small rooms was I led. in the
inner one of which sat Pak-Choon-Song upon
the floor.

"It was strangely familiar. I had seen it all

“It was an

age of horses

and kings,

of romance

and glorious

nonsense.”

before — through Mrs. Bishop’s eyes. There
were the elderly men surrounding the magis-

trate, the unrecognizing, unseeing, and super-

cilious hauteur of that worthy, and the crowd
pressing in on my heels. But some of the things

Mrs. Bishop’s eyes had seen I resolved mine
should not see; so, to prevent being posted like a

dime museum freak in the opening between the

two rooms, I promptly walked over and sat

down on the cushions beside Pak-Choon-Song.
“The attendants were aghast. Pak-

Choon-Song, for all his studied indifference,

could not forbear stealing an apprehensive look

at me out of the cormer of his oblique eyes. He
did not speak. Manyoungi was standing and
being shouldered by the crowd, more of which
had jammed in. In his head was the ferment of

a new idea, the Western idea of the rights of

man. In his head were hatred for the yang-ban
class and defiance. But in the soul of him was
the humility of generations, a thing not to be
downed in a day by any idea of the head. I do
verily believe that his humble demeanor was as

much reflex action as that of the new-born
flycatcher bursting its head through the shell

and snapping its beak at the first passing insect.

“I wondered if he was going to funk, and
ordered him to sit down — an unheard of

proceeding in the presence of so exalted a

personage as a heaven-born yang-ban. He
looked about him dubiously and fearfully.

“
‘Sit down,’ I said sharply. He sat, but in

doing so made obvious effort to occupy the

least space possible.
“

‘Tell them to get out,’ I said, pointing at

the crowd.
“Manyoungi talked to them in a respect-

fully subdued voice, and the sight of their going

seemed to help him pull himself together.
“

‘Tell them to get out,’ I said, pointing at

the elderly men who surrounded Pak-Choon-
Song, in a sort of bodyguard.

“And oh, if only Mrs. Isabella Bird

Bishop had been there to see them go!
“

‘Tell him I have come to see him,’ I said— and it was quite to the point, for so far he
had been superbly unaware of my existence

and of the fact that I was present. Upon this

intimation Pak-Choon-Song looked in my di-

rection and officially discovered that I was
there. He was a large man, nearly six feet in

height as I afterward learned and his body

looked comfortably dimensioned under its

spotless white robes. He was full-featured and
bearded, and towered above me as he sat there

on the floor. What of his size and mien and
spotless robes in so tiny a room he seemed for

all the world a tenderly cherished joss in some
temple sanctuary. His hands were white and
soft as a woman’s, and I am sure he was flabby;

while his face had that sickly whiteness of a

swarthy skin sheltered for a lifetime from the

rays of the sun.

“He asked if my health was good. I

reciprocated, and for five minutes we outdid

each other in politeness. In the end the victory

fell to him. It always does. There is no coping in

such things with the Asiatic and all the while

his heavy-lidded eyes studied me with that

species of cunning which is best described as

Oriental or vulpine.

“I enquired about the advent of the

Russian scouts, their retreat, and the subse-

quent advance of the Japanese. He was voluble

in his replies, and the time passed. Manyoungi,
whose head, by now, had again dominated his

soul, grew impatient.
“ ‘Master,’ he suggested, ‘you speak

Number One Man him catch very poor peo-

ple’s money. Him keep allee time no give. Very

poor people, very much poor.’

“I explained that I would work around to

it, and went on. Yes, Pak-Choon-Song had

furnished the Japanese soldiers with fuel and

rice and forage for their horses, and he had

been paid for the same. Where had he obtained

the fuel, rice, and forage? From the people.

Then why did he not pay the people the money
which belonged to them?

“Manyoungi was like a wrathful angel as

he translated the question. His voice, no longer

subdued, rang like a trumpet in the tiny room.

He sat up erect, and his sunburned face grew

dark.

“Pak-Choon-Song glowered at me in

speechless anger. Of course, it must be under-

stood that directness is as repulsive to the

Oriental mind as the violation of every one of

the Ten Commandments is to the Occidental.

Besides, I had begun by being so beautifully

indirect, and then to spring this most brutal,

point-blank directness upon him! He would

have looked reproach at me had he not been so

angry. He glanced about him and made as

/
continued



“ 7 explained the condition

of the poor people

to Pak-Choon-Song
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history continued

though to call his attendants, while 1

wondered what kind of a fight Man-
youngi could put up and wished fer-

vently that Mrs. Bishop could be look-

ing on.

“But the times had changed. Who
or what I was, or what were my powers,

Pak-Choon-Song did not know. He
knew only that 1 was a visitant in the

chaos of war, that his authority was not

what it once was, and that I was
mystery and to be feared.

“His anger faded away to help-

lessness. The lines which years of au-

thority had put into his face likewise

faded. He began to talk to Manyoungi,
in soft insinuating tones. He talked and
talked. The insinuating tones sank into

a seductive crooning. Waiting, I nearly

dozed off to sleep. And the upshot of it

all was that he pleaded not guilty and
that I was mistaken, that I did not

understand.
“ ‘What you think?’ I asked Man-

youngi.
“

‘I think him lie,’ was the reply.

“I explained the condition of the

poor people to Pak-Choon-Song. 1

drew harrowing pictures of their pover-

ty and suffering and demonstrated that

a squeeze of seventy percent was more
than they could stand.

“Pak-Choon-Song was very sorry

for the poor people. I asked for some
more substantial expression of his sor-

row than mere words. Pak-Choon-
Song did not understand. I grew imme-
diately afraid. ‘I do not understand’ is

the impregnable citadel of the Orien-
tal. When once he has retreated to it,

everything is up. There is nothing in the

universe capable of dislodging him. So
I hastened to cut off Pak-Choon-Song’s
retreat. I looked very severe, and Pak-

Choon-Song looked at me, while I ex-

plained very minutely every detail of

the process of giving back to the people

the seventy percent squeeze.

“He said he understood, and he

promised faithfully that every cent of it

would be returned. There was nothing

more to be said. The mission was
accomplished. I arose to go. A swarm
of attendants appeared. Pak-Choon-

Song himself saw me to the door, and

he saw me through the door, and

through two more rooms, and down the

steps, and across the courtyard to the

outer gate, afld at the top of the last

flight of stairs bade me an obsequious

goodbye.
“But so far as concerned the re-

turn of the seventy percent squeeze, 1

knew, and Manyoungi knew, and Pak-
Choon-Song knew and we all knew one
another knew, that Pak-Choon-Song
intended nothing of the sort.” D
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It was especially difficult for one new

packer. She fainted on the line. “You’re stand-

ing still, eyes fixed on that moving belt. There’s

no oxygen going to your brain. I hear it

happens to the Buckingham Palace Guard. I

felt sick to my stomach, and I broke out in a

cold sweat. The next thing I knew, they were

pulling me out from under the belt. I heard the

forclady say: ‘Don’t stop that belt! She’s

okay.’
”

Florencia Combes has been packing

Christmas candy at See’s since 1960. Do
people pass out on the line? “Well, sometimes.

When they’re not used to it. Nobody dead yet.”

She leans back and enjoys her laughter, hands

still stuffing candy. Florencia is one of a group

of thirty seasonal workers who commute from

Pittsburg. Their day stretches from 5 a.m. to 5

p.m. In the summer they drive seventy-two

miles to work in the canning plants in Modesto.

Her friend, Susan Abinsay, is sixty years

old. She has the vitality of an athlete. Does she

like packing candy? Her face explodes with

genuine pleasure: “Oh sure, we love to work!”

She grins broadly. “I am — how do you say?

— old in body, but young in spirit.”

Next to Florencia, Catrina Varni is stand-

ing at the head of the line, supplying the belt

with boxes. Like many other women, she has

several Bandaids on her fingers: the little cups

can cut. (“And try putting on a Bandaid when
the belt’s moving!” says one packer.) “But you
better not bleed on their candy!” says another.

Catrina had a full-time job at Planter's Pea-

nuts, but they moved away, so now she’s a

seasonal packer at See’s.

From somewhere the shout comes:
“Break!” and the long centipede splits into its

component human parts even before the belt

has rattled to a halt. “Here comes the

stampede!" Women head for the fountain and
the door, swinging arms, rubbing necks, chew-
ing candy. One group collects in a circle on the

floor. What do you like about working at

See's? Unanimously: “The money!” Would
you like to work here full-time? Again, with

one voice: “No!” They burst into delighted

laughter.

A buzzer sounds and the women file past

the forclady as she sprays their hands from a
bottle marked “Sanitizer” in large black let-

ters. The belt lurches to a start, and the
centipede resumes its rough dance.

A portly young man steams by with a load
of empty containers, sweat popping off his

brow. “Hi. I'm what they call a ‘rover.’ I’m an
extra guy, and they send me where they need
someone. Like today this guy got sick.”

The rover's name is Bruce. He has been
working at Sec’s for four days, and he likes it.

“They give you a job, and you’ve got to get it

done; but everybody depends on everybody
else. We’ve gotta hustle to keep them going,"
he nods toward the women carrying bulk boxes
to the line, “and they've gotta hustle to keep
the packers going. So everybody counts on
everybody. It's demanding, but it’s a chal-
lenge.”

His hands are full. He lifts his elbow to his
face to mop the sweat out of his eyes even as he
deposits the empty boxes in a stack. Then he
picks up boxes of full candy and chugs away,
yelling back: “It’s fun!"
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^History

Correspondent Jack London identifies himself to Korean officials.

Jack London

In Sunan

By Howard Lachtman

Jack London went to war in 1904 as a

correspondent nominally attached to the Japa-
nese First Army, but actually attached to the

San Francisco Examiner.
When James Gordon Bennett’s New

York Herald asked the California writer to be
its eyes and ears in Asia, arch-rival William
Randolph Hearst decided to “get London at

any price” and scoop his eastern competitor.

After all, Bennett had once sent a reporter to

Africa to find a missing missionary named
Livingstone and gotten back the greatest story

in the history of journalism. It was just possible

that the second greatest story lay in wait for an
intrepid reporter somewhere along the Chinese
border, where the armies of imperial Russia
and Japan were preparing to clash. Hearst was
taking no chances about another Bennett
triumph.

After having his photo snapped on the
roof of the Examiner building, London sailed

out from San Francisco on January 7 as a
Hearst man, complete with notebooks, 3-A
Kodak, and editorial instructions not to wait
for the war, but to find it, write it, and “send it

home” to San Francisco.

Hearst had to bid high for London’s
services, but the result was worth it. While his
fellow correspondents allowed themselves to be
wined, dined, and delayed in Tokyo by the
courteous but cautious Japanese government,
the resourceful London made an unauthorized
dash to reach the front lines and the story he
had been sent to obtain, traveling half-frozen in

an open sampan up the bleak coast of Korea
and then riding the plunging deck of a saddle
horse north through mud and snow from Seoul
to Sunan. There, like Bennett’s man in Africa,
he conducted his own search for an elusive
missionary, one Dr. Morfett. He had a letter
for him, and perhaps Jack also had dreams of
lifting his cap to that good man and saying
Mr. Moffett, 1 presume?” loud enough for the
Herald agent to take down for posterity.

Although frustrated by military censor-
ship ("We saw what we were permitted to sec,”
he wrote, "and the chief duty of the officers
looking after us was to keep us from seeing

anything”), hobbled by a recent ankle injury,
hampered by language problems (“It’s not
quite satisfactory to do business with a twenty
four-word vocabulary and gesticulations”),
and plagued by the logistics of traveling in a
strange country, London sent back to the
Examiner the best stories and the first photos
of the war. In order to do so, he was obliged to
run a number of risks, including several arrests
and interrogations, and a near court-martial
which required the personal intervention of
President Theodore Roosevelt to prevent him
from being shot.

For London, the danger was all in a day’s
work (“I am advised to get my life insured,” he
commented wryly). So, too, was the homesick-
ness he confessed in a letter from Manchuria to
San Francisco poet George Sterling: “How
often I think of you and the fresh California

Jock London material pubfched by permission o* the Estate of

kviig Shepard Al limits reserved

days in the open, the while I swelter here in a

Chinese city breathing alike the dust of the

living and the dust of the dead.”

The following report from the war zone is

one which never reached the Examiner. It may
be that the censors were not in an obliging

mood, or that the report was lost in transit. It

may even be that London preferred to keep it to

himself, possibly as the genesis of a projected

short story. We shall never know.
What we do know is that the delays and

detours imposed on London by the military

command compelled him to write a number of

human interest stories whose charm and vivaci-

ty have not faded after seven decades. This is

one of them.
The last of Jack London’s war corre-

spondence, the story of the missionary and the

magistrate, is over seventy years “late” to the

Examiner. It appears now in order to give you

an intimate glimpse of a legendary writer in

action, as well as a snapshot of an age in which

both war and journalism were regarded as

continued
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PERSONAL REPORT OF J. FAIRMAN

PRESTON,

September I, '04—September 1, '05.

MOKPO STATISTICS

Preaching points

Baptized members
Catechumens
Attending Church
Contributions

Bovs in School

Bofore returning last year to the post of duty as-

signed me by the Mission, I accepted an invitation from
Dr. Moffett to visit Pveng Yang with my wife and her

mother. In view of the great inspiration received from
a stud}' of that splendid work and contact which those

noble workers, we could not wish a better way to have
begun the year’s work.

Reaching Mokpo October 12th, I immediately set

out, in company with Messrs. Bell and Owen, on a busi-

ness trip to Kwangju. This was one of six similar

business trips made during the \rear which, exclusive of

evangelistic tours, aggregated 800 li and consumed 29
days. On one of these journej’S, Mrs. Preston accom-
panied me to Kwangju and together we made a cross

country trip of 40 miles to assist Dr. Owen in examina-

, tions.

Mokpo. On the departure of the Bells and Owens
for Kwangju, December 19th, I assumed active control

9 Last year 3

49 “ *
“ 27

75 “ “ 23
570 “ “ 160

Y386.00
29



of the work entrusted to me at Mokpo and to the South.
The following Sunday witnessed my first attempt at
preaching in Korean—chiefly to my own profit, I fear

—

and I have kept up the effort steadily ever since, with in-

creasing edification to my hearers, I trust. When the
people saw the senior missionaries depart and heard me
preach, they thought the bottom had dropped out of

everything. Strong were the prayers and great the search-

ings of heart in those days, with the result that the

congregation began to lean more upon the Lord and less

upon the moksa (pastor). Spontaneous meetings for

prayer began to be held, both among men and women.
Of course the blessing came very soon in spiritual awak-
ening and increased personal activity, which has con-

tinued to this da3
r

. A noticeable evidence of this is in the

steady increase of the congregation, the attendance

(which now ranges from 200 to 300) having doubled dur-

ing the past year, until now the building is covercrowd-

ed, necessitating enlargement in the immediate future.

Two examinations were held in fall and spring, with the

cooperation of the older missionaries, at which com-
munion was celebrated, six persons were baptized and
ten received into the catechumenate.

One striking feature of the present situation at Mok-
po is that for the first time the better element of the town
is being reached. The list of names now ready for the

catechumenate is not only the largest yet received,

but includes nine well-to-do merchants and several

hotel keepers. Last winter, a police officer became
soundlv converted, forsook his old life for a different oc-

cupation, and was received as a catechumen. He is now
ready, with his fatnily, for baptism, and bids fair to be

the strongest man in the church.



Two agencies have been greatly used of the Lord to

bring about this encouraging state of affairs. First is

the medical work. Dr. Nolen has been able to do some-

thing for the people almost from the very start
;
but he

has made himself increasingly felt in the last six months,
in spite of enforced absences from his post, and the favor-

able influence of his work has been veryr marked. Second,

the “sarang” (guest room) work. In December I fitted

f up a nice large room opening on the street, where a
warm floor, good books and papers and in the evening

|
a good light, attracted the Christians and the passers-by.

In connection with the sarang we ran a book-room, the

key of which was carried by the intendant of the sarang,

from which Yl-t5.00 worth of Bibles and religious litera-

ture sold, and thousands of tracts distributed. Here
from the beginning I taught two classes each week, but

almost even- night groups were gathered for Bible study

and prayer. From early in the spring, street preaching,

and later, prison visitation, has been carried on. The
Christians received a fine impetus to this from Drs. Nolen

and Forsythe, who started the prison work. At least

one prisoner is known to have been converted, all are

reading Christian literature, and many are interested,

including a prison official.

The Sunday School has been maintained with in-

creasing attendance of about one-half the congregation.

There are six classes, three of them taught respectively by
Miss Straeffer, Mrs. Preston and myself.

The Boy’s School existed feebly up to the first of

February-, with an attendance of eight, owing to the fact

that one of the language teachers was used, who could

give to the school only- a part of his time. At the begin-

ning of the Korean year, however, the Koreans raised 600



yang (TOO of which was contributed by the missionaries)

10 yang— 1 dollar=5 days’ work) for their half of the

running expenses, arrangements were made to obtain

Mr. Yoo for all his time, and the school sprang into new
life, the attendance now numbering 29. It has perforce

been run on native lines, but we hope soon to introduce

arithmetic and physiology at least. The Bible has been

faithfully taught.

A gratifying spirit of liberality has continued to

characterize the church. In addition to the money for

the school just mentioned, all current expenses have been

met, Y6.32 contributed to the Bible cause, and Y13.02

for delegates to the Council. Nor is this all. Last May,
at a quiet gathering of representative-men in my sarang,

they subscribed Y6.70 per month towards the salary of

a colporter, who was selected from the congregation and

put in the field two days later This amount has been

kept up. Adding all these items together, the total con-

tributions of this church of 31 baptized members and 25

catechumens for the past year is 1,441 yang or Y288.20,

of which yang 218 (Y43.60) may be counted as foreign

money.
In addition to the Korean work, I have continued

our Sunday afternoon English service.

The Outstations (Soo Y
rung and Sadong) assigned

to me have grown from two to eight meeting places, in

which 18 were baptized, 61 catechumens received and
three church buildings erected. Besides, a foot-hold has

been gained in two magistracies, Chindo and Mooan. I

have made during the year eight evangelistic tours to

these various points, consuming 39 days. Valuable as-

sistance was rendered in examinations by' Dr. Owen in

the fall and Mr. Bell in the spring. I have been hand-



icapped in all my country work for the lack of a paid

helper, but have used baptized believers, who have cheer-

fully rendered fine service without pay, and have devel-

.

oped greatly themselves. Our colporter has also done
good work both in Hainam and Mooan Counties. The
meeting places are

:

(1) Soo Yung, the oldest and by far the most en-

couraging on the circuit. Work at this place has been

greatly forwarded by the unpaid efforts of a baptized

member and his family, who moved from Mokpo. Church
attendance has increased from 40 to 170, and the growth
has been from three catechumens to 18 baptized mem-
bers and 41 catechumens. There is a flourishing Sunday
School. This church as all the others, is self supporting
and gave to other objects beside.

(2) Sadong. The first catechumens, nine in number,
were received at this point last November, and the at-

tendance has increased from 20 to 60. Owing to dissen-

sions which arose in the spring, fostered I am sorry to

say by the two men who had attended the Bible Study-

Class, no further examinations have been held. These
men have confessed their faults; differences, I am assur-

ed, are healed
;
and plans arranged to unite in the morn-

ing service with a group, 10 li distant, called

(3) Mokchang, a large village of 300 houses. Here
3 catechumens have been received and a house of worship
secured.

Other new groups in this immediate neighborhood are

(4) Ido, an island, with a reported attendance of 40.

I have visited it once, and consider these people “kwunsi”
seekers.

(5) Sakkum, another island and large village, with
a reported attendance of 40. I have not visited this place



V

in person, but have sent others there, as well as to

Ido. None of these people seem to have advanced
as yet beyond the “kwunsi” (political power) seeking

stage.

(6) Sak Chi Wun. This work was started from Soo
Yung, from which it is 20 li distant. It has an attend-

ance of 50 and an eight kan (1 lean=8X8 ft) house of

worship. A genuine work of grace seems to have been

begun. Nine catechumens have been received, and one-

half the village are professed believers.

(7) Poonto, on the large island of Chindo, with an

attendance of 30, and a house of worship. This work
spread from Soo Yung. One of the most interesting

itineraries I have yet made was in company with Dr.

Daniel last spring to this great island of Chindo, lying

South-west of Alok-po, and which has a magistracy and

120 villages. The trip was the more novel because we
were the first missionaries to set foot on the island, evi-

dence of which was seen in the fact that the villagers

promptly decamped on our approach. After visiting

Poonto and a neighboring village, we pressed on to the

Up, or magistracy, where we found a young political

exile, from whom I had heard previously by letter. This

/young man, of noble family and for six years a student

at Tokio University, we found to be an exceptionally

earnest and intelligent believer, having first heard the

gospel in Seoul a year before, and a close student of his

I Chinese Bible. He has a remarkably clear idea of the

spiritual significance of the gospel, and though not yet

received as a catechumen, has done some good work at

Poonto and elsewhere, and by outspoken denunciation

of the “kwunsi” spirit, has made clear the distinction be-

tween true Christians and French Catholics. In con-

i



junction with the magistrate, he has opened up a school

for boys, where he has introduced Western learning.

(8) Pokkil, in Mooan County, 50 li from Mokpo,
with an attendance of 20. This point, opened up by our
eolporter, and which 1 have not yet visited, is the first

village in Mooan County outside of Mokpo to be reached,

except one ten li from Mokpo, reached last winter

through the instrumentality of our boys’ school, the peo-

ple attending church at Mokpo. This opening in Mooan,
besides which we have a foothold in the Up, is significant,

and encouraging.

All the work in this section has been hindered by the

operations of the French Catholics, who have been carry-

ing things with a high hand. They have established

Church courts everywhere, presided over by “elders,” be-

fore whom citizens are haled, tried, fleeced and tortured.

Two men have lately died under torture of these courts

in my field, and when the murderers were arrested by the

magistrate were released by armed mobs despatched by
the priest ! I surprised this nefarious business on one
occasion last spring, released the prisoner, and reported

the matter to the priest, but to no effect. The Kamni
afterwards informed me that this “elder” had been pub-

licly' beaten three times at Mokpo for his misdeeds, but
that he still continued in high standing in the church.

Language Study has been pursued throughout the

y
rear as faithfully as possible, the morning hours being

generally devoted to this. Last fall I secured, for the

first time, a satisfactory teacher, with whom study has
been a pleasure. I was glad to receive him as a catechu-

men in the spring. Soon after the last Annual Meeting,

I took the first y
rear’s examination submitted by the

Language Committee, and have completed the second



year’s course. It is unnecessary to add that I could not
look after all the practical work entrusted to me and do
the language work I wished to do. And yet I am con-

vinced that the praetieal work was the best part of the

language course.

%
Two weeks in May were devoted to the fulfillment of

a long-cherished wish—a visit to Kunsan and Chunju.

Certainly no time in Korea has been spent more pleasant-

ly than that taste of kindly hospitality and fellowship

and first-hand view of our own work, all of which glad-

dened our hearts and made us broader and better.

Following this came a six weeks’ vacation in China,

during which time we rested our ears from the Korean
and steeped our minds in the intricacies of that perplex-

ing puzzle, the Chinese character. We incidentally dis-

covered that compared to the buzz-saw-like sounds of the

Chinese dialects, Korean is heavenly harmony.
Thus much for a mention of what has been done.

What was not done is far more, though I have in /the

main worked up to the limit of strength. In this latter

class must be placed the following, though a very little

has been attempted in each : Teaching in boys’ school,

pastoral visiting, attendance on medical clinic, aggres-

sive itinerating, work among the Japanese, training of

native leaders.

For the coming year, in addition to language study,

I am willing to take the work now under my care in the

counties of Mooan and Hainam, with some assistance

from Messrs. Bell and Owen in view of the fact that; in

addition to language study, housebuilding will probably

occupy a great deal of time and thought.

Respectfully submitted,

J. Fairman Preston.
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PERSONAL REPORT OF MRS. J. F.

PRESTON.

Sept. 1904, Sept. 1905,

The work assigned me for the year was Language
Study and work among the women. After my long en-

forced rest, it was quite impossible to begin any work
among the women until my mind was refreshed, the rust

rubbed off, and my tongue once more twisted into posi-

tion for Korean sounds.

The first few weeks of the year’s study, during which
time we boarded, were delightfully interesting, and I

made real progress. After we commenced housekeeping

with untrained servants, my study was very much in-

terrupted, but I tried to get in two hours a day with my
teacher, and did some little study alone. Have been over

the first year’s course several times and done something
on the second. Most of the ladies can testify with me
that real study and housekeeping with raw Korean ser-

vants mix badly.

The work among the women has been much more of

a pleasure. The sighteers have been numerous, and it

has been my rule to see all who came in the afternoon, if

possible. I have tried to make them all understand our

mission in this country, and few have escaped without



tracts for their sons or husbands to read. Some of the

country women were interested enough to buy religious

books.

Beginning with the Korean year, I took a class of wo-
men in Sunday School, consisting of the catechumens and
newcomers. At first it was very hard and discouraging,

but as I learned to understand the women and they to

understand me, it has grown easier and more profitable.

They no longer sit without answering a word, but talk

the subject over with me and explain to the newcomers.
There are six or seven of them who always sit up close,

and their interest has been an inspiration to me. At-

tendance is usually from 20 to 30. The preparation of

the Sunday School lesson has been the very best part

of my language study.

During the year, I took two country trips with Mr.

Preston. The first time we went to Potatung, one of Dr.

Owen’s preaching points, 60 li from Kwangju. As no
ladies had ever been in that section, I had doubts about
going. On the way, we stopped to rest at Todim, where
many of the Christian women came in to see me. The
idea of Christian fellowship had swallowed up the idea

of “coog-yung” (sight-see) with them, even though I

was the first foreign woman they had seen, and I was
welcome as a Christian sister, and not as a curiosity. It

made me ashamed of my doubts about taking the trip.

At Potatung it was just the same cordial welcome, polite

attention , and Eggs. The}' were all good eggs, too. Sure-

ly the country Koreans have made a special study of

III John 5-8.



The other was a trip, in April, to four of Mr. Pres-

ton’s points, Miss Straeffer accompanying us. Here, also,

We were the first foreign women these people had seen.

At Sooyung the women had been well instructed in the

fundamental truths of Christianity by the wife of Mr.
Bell’s former helper. She seemed very much ashamed
that they could not tell us about Adam, saying “I have
taught them only about Christ and his death for us;

”

but she had taught that well. They all have ambition V
to read and learn more about the Bible. Their Christian

love was beautiful to see. Several times while Miss
Straeffer was teaching the women, I took the children

off to sing and tell me what the}r knew, and found their

knowledge of the gospel and hymns such as would have
put to shame many children ofChristian families at home.
At two of the places, we found no believers among the

women.
While Dr. Nolen was at Chunju, I did some medical

work. One case was that of a dear old woman, one of

my Sunday School class, who was reported desperately

ill. I found her in a semi-conscious condition. She and
her neighbors had decided on a funeral within two days,

but some judicious encouraging and proper nourishment
effected a complete cure. Ten days thereafter, she appear-

ed at church again, seeming to her astonished neighbors

as one who had risen from the dead.

Looking back over the year, I feel dissatisfied with
my progress in the language, but there must have been

some; for the Koreans generally seem to understand
me. The most progress has been made in a growing in-



terest in the people and fondness for them, and the mak-
ing of some real friends. There are two women in my
Sunday School class in whom I have taken special in-

terest, and believe that in them there is good material

for future helpers. Both are bright women and earnest

in their efforts to bring in others. One of them is the

wife of a very intelligent believer who was converted last

winter, and the other is a woman who has given up her

home and gone off to live by herself because she realized

that she could not be a consistent Christian and live as

a man’s second wife.

These beginnings of the work have been a deep joj'to

me, and a revelation as well of the great ignorance and
need of the women and the possibilities of service among
them. My earnest wish and prayer is to be increasing-

ly' used in the work for the women of Korea. I purpose

during the coming year in addition to Sunda}' School

work to hold a regular class for incjuirers and catechu-

mens.
Respectfully submitted,

Annie S. Wiley Preston.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF MOKPO-KWANGJU
STATION.

Presented Sept., 1905

MISSIONARIES.

Name Home Address Date of arrival

on field.

Rev. Eugene Bell, Scott’s Station, Ky. 1895
Rev. C. C. Owen, M.D. Lexington, Va. 1898
Miss F. Rica Straeffer

,
Louisville, Ky. 1899

Mrs. 0. 0. Owen, Northfield, Mass. *1900

Rev. J. F. Preston,' Greenville, S. C. 1903
Mrs. J. F. Preston, Salisbury, N. C. 1903
Mrs. Eugene Bell, Norfolk, Va. 1904
Dr. J. W. Nolen, Poor Fork, K3

'. 1904

^
^Previous work in another Mission.

STATISTICS.

Meeting Places 28 ( Last year 15)

Communicants 189 64
Baptized during year 135 “ ‘‘ 44
Attending Church 2,462 820
Catechumens rec’d 366 84
Contributions $293.00 gold “ “ $149.61

It is with deep gratitude that we can report the best

3
rear in the history of the Station along all lines, Evan-



gelistic, Medical, and Educational. As will be seen from
the statistics above, the baptized membership has treb-

led, the catechumens more than quadrupled, meeting
places doubled, and church attendance trebled.

It may be fairly said that the main strength of our
Station has been absorbed, on the one hand, in opening
up Kwangju, with attendant house-building, etc., and
on the other hand with Language Study. Upon our two
Senior missionaries has fallen the task of moving to the

new Station and carving out for themselves homes in the

wilderness. Mr. Bell has shouldered the harassing re-

sponsibility for the buildings. B3" December he had com-
pleted the necessary sarangs and gate-quarters, and on
the 20th of that month the Bell’s and Owen’s moved to

Kwangju. Early in the spring, after collecting the neces-

sary materials, he began the construction of two per-

manent houses. They now stand read\r for occupancy,

well-built, symmetrical, and a credit to the Mission. In

the construction of his residence, Dr. Owen has rendered

much assistance looking after details, grading, fencing

and the like.

When these facts are recalled, and further that two
of our three evangelists are as yet without native paid

helpers, we are the more grateful to God for his gracious

granting of such signal blessing in spiritual things.

The Station had the pleasure, last fall, of welcoming
to its work two new missionaries: Mrs. Eugene Bell,

nee Miss Margaret, of Virginia, and Dr. J. W. Nolen, of

Kentucky both of whom by their faithful efforts and
sterling personal qualities have already endeared



themselves alike to their fellow workers and the Korean
people.

The evangelistic work has been carried on bv the

three evangelists in the respective circuits assigned them
by the Mission with such mutual assistance as has been
possible.

Kwangju and Northwestern Circuit. Mr . Bell

The local work at Kwangju, while under the care of Rev.
Eugene .Bell, has been participated in by Dr. and Mrs.
Owen and Mrs. Bell. The short time that the work has
been conducted renders it impossibe to report results, as
it is our policy to proceed cautiously in laying the found-
ations of the church. A great deal of literature has been
distributed

;
preaching at markets and on the streets,

visits to the homes, and the regular Sabbath services

and prayermeetings have been conducted.

The meeting places on this circuit number eleven.

The membership has grown from eleven to ninety six.

The most encouraging feature of the work is the growth
in grace and knowledge of the Christians and the de-

\velopment of the native leaders. There is good prospect
for efficient Church officers and candidates for the
ministry among some of the most promising men. All

of the work here, as elsewhere in our Station, is self-sup-

porting financially, and the groups contributed liberally

to outside causes The home missions work as carried

on by the various congregations has been no small factor
in the spread of the gospel and has resulted in the es-

tablishment of new groups.

One training class was held for this section during the



year, with 30 in attendance, and it is recommended that
in additon to a Station training class, another also be

held among these groups during the coming year.

The Naju and South-western Circuit. Dr. Owen
In absence of a personal report from Dr. Owen, only

the bare outlines of this work can be given. There are

about eight meeting places, with 44 communicants and
119 catechument on the roll. Twenty-six have been

baptized and 88 catechumens received during the year,

as against 28 baptized and 54 catechumens last year.

The largest church in this group is Engge, which is ser-

ved by Assistant Chi. Here and at Potatung, no exam-
inations of applicants are recorded since December, so

that the actual growth cannot be judged by the figures

given. At the latter village, a large house of worship

has been erected, which is attended by worshipers from

miles around. Two examinations were held at Posu,

where three were baptized and 28 received as catechu-

mens. A splendid opening has been secured in the large

walled city of Naju, where four catechumens were receiv-

ed in the spring. On all this circuit, as well as at

Kwangju and especially in the city of Naju, Mrs. Owen’s
Bible Woman, Mrs. Kim, has worked indefatigably and
with marked success among the women. In Naju there

are about 25 women read}- for the catechumenate.

At least two aggressive itinerating tours have been

made, one to the North-west and one to the South-west

of Kwangju.
A training class for native leaders, well attended,

was held at Ennge, with the assistance of Mr. Tate.



Mokpo. Mr. and Mrs. Preston, Miss Straeffer, and
Dr. Nolen, also Mrs. Preston’s mother, Mrs. Wiley, have
been resident here throughout the year. Though a large

part of the Station’s efforts have been devoted to lan-

guage study, all of the routine work has been maintain-

ed and new features added.

(1) Schools. Two schools, as formerly, have been

carried on. The one for girls, numbering twent-five, has
been taught by Miss Straeffer, assisted by a native

teacher. The other for boys, numbering 29, has been

run on native lines, the congregation paying one-half the

running expenses. One scholar in each was baptized and
several more in each are ready for the catechumenate.

The Bible has been faithful^- taught, the scholars all at-

tend Church services, and the influence for good of these

two agencies has been very great.

(2) Medical Work. Dr. Nolen after three months’
uninterrupted study of the language, opened his clinic

the first of the \
rear. Since that time, in spite of three

calls to other stations, entailing an ab ence of two and
a half months, the results have been verj' marked. 1865
patients have been treated, 180 visits made, and 29 oper-

ations performed (7 general anesthaesia and 22 local).

Each patient treated has received a tract and heard
something of the gospel. The value of the medical work
as an evangelistic arm has been strikingly illustrated.

A number of people now attending church came in direct-

ly through this work and a still larger number of others

have been favorably influenced. The fact that this year
for the first time a higher class of people has been reached



with the gospel is doubtless largely attributable to the

medical work.

(3) Evangelistic. This has been in charge of Mr.
Preston, with the cooperation of Miss Straeffer and Mrs.

Preston among the women and children. Ur. Owen and
Mr. Bell continued in active control of the work up to

the time of their departure, assisting, as able, in examin-
ations etc. during the year. Great spiritual activity has

prevailed in the local church. The regular Sabbath and
mid-w ek ser ices have been kept up, (as well as an
English service on Sunday afternoon) the average at-

tendance being 200, having doubled during the year.

The attendance often reaches 250 and 300, uncomfort-

ably' crowding the building and necessitating enlarge-

ment in the immediate future. The church reports 31

communicants and twenty five catechumens, six having
been baptized and ten catechumens received during the

year, with a large list ready for the eatechumenate and
baptism. Contributions for all causes, Y288.20, of

which all was contributed by the natives but Y51.60.

Bible Sunday was observed. The Sunday School, in

which all the foreigners participate, has grown pari

passu with the congregation. Besides this, four classes

(two for men and two f^r women) have met weekly’ for

instruction in Bible, singing, etc. Street preaching, pri-

son visitation, tract distribution, and sarang work has

been done, with the cooperation of the Christians, and a

book room run in connection with the sarang, from

which Y145.00 worth of Christian literature has been

disbursed. Eight evangelistic tours have been made,



covering 39 days, in some of which the ladies partici-

pated, and in all of which members of the Church assisted

without pay. The ladi;s have also visit din the town,
as time and strength p rmitted.

In May, a tried Christian was elected as colporter

the natives assuming four-fifths of his salary, and
through his efforts a new preaching point has been open-

ed up, and a foothold secured in Mooan county seat.

(4) The Outstations have grown from two toeight,

and from three catechumens to 18 baptized members and
61 catechumens. There churches have been erected, and
all the work is self-supporting. There are 570 attending

church as against 60 last year, and all the work is now
in an encouraging condition.

Such is a resume of the work in the Mokpo-Kwangju
field for the past year. By reason of the fewness of our
numbers and our limitations above referred to, much,
very much; has been left undone. But never before have
such wonderful ingatherings been seen

;
never before were

the prospects so bright with promise of the coming day
for South Chulla. Surely we face the future with new
hope and fresher determination to go forward in the

strength of the Spirit. May the coming year see among
us the re-enforcements so sorely needed. We reiterate,

with louder emphasis, our previous calls for two more
evangelists and a single woman, convinced that the pre-

sent situation in this field is a call to larger plans, greater

efforts, and importunate prayer for more laborers.

On behalf of the Station,

J. F. Preston, Sec’y.



4 ‘Ten Li More”:

Jack London in Korea
- (

v
r> *

James Wade

Jack London (1876-1916)—waterfront

waif, oyster pirate, Klondike gold prospector,

able seaman, college dropout, railroad hobo,
socialist orator, compulsive hack writer, war
correspondent, gentleman adventurer, ama-
teur rancher, serious American novelist,

amorist, drunkard, and suicide—obviously
packed enough careers into his 40 short years

(including a published book for every one of
those years) to satisfy, or stultify, ten ordinary
men. And among his multifarious exploits,

this illegit^rj)te son of an itinerant Irish

astrologer and the fallen duaghter of a Mid-
west Brahmin managed to work in a hitch as

war coi£spondcnt in Korea during the Russo-
Japanese conflict.

Although the experience was perilous,

arduous, and ultimately frustrating—like so
much else in London’s career, with its blend
of meteoric success and tragi-comic fiasco

—

it did produce some vivid travel letters, a sheaf
of newspaper and magazine articles, and an
important episode in his time-travel story The
Star Rover (1914), written a decade later, one
of his last important novels.

This study will simply attempt to sum-
marize the available published materials,

since there has been no opportunity to re-

search the voluminous London archives at the

Huntington Library in San Marino, Cali-

foi^ja, for possibly extant unpublished
material.

The circumstances of London’s second

James Wade, music critic for the Korea Journal since

1963 and a frequent contributor of articles on general
cultural subjects, is also a widely-published author
and critic in the field of fantasy literature. He has lived

in Seoul since I960, and serves as a consultant on
English language publications for several Korean
government agencies.

Asian trip (he had visited Japan as deck hand

on a sealing vessel in 1893) were these: at the

age of 28, after many years of grueling effort

and actual destitution, London had finally

begun to “arrive” as a writer. His magazine

pieces, fiction and non-fiction, sold steadily,

his first books were taken seriously by the

Eastern literary Establishment, and he had

just conipleted The Sea Wolf

\

which would

become one of his most resounding successes.

Yet as usual—even in later years when his

income approximated a quarter million dollars

a year, making him the best-paid writer in the

world—he was seriously in debt. Along with

an estranged wife and two young daughters

to support, as well as a widowed mother and

assorted hangers-on that he had already begun

to collect, London had also acquired a mistr-

ess, Charmian Kittredge (to whom the travel

letters from the Orient were written). His

budget was understandably strained.

Thus when early in 1904 war seemed im-

pending between Russia and Japan, he ac-

cepted a tempting offer from the Hearst

newspapers to act as correspondent and, with

a large group of distinguished colleagues,

including the popular writer Richard Harding

Davis, sailed for the Orient on Jan. 7.

In Japan, the correspondents were treated

to lavish hospitality, but prevented from going

to the scene of action in Korea by deliberate

official delays in their paper work. Impatient,

London tried to take steamer passage for

Pusan; when the ship was commandeered by

the military at the last moment, he was all the

more convinced of the imminence of hostili-

ties, and crossed to Pusan via ferry on Feb. 8,

sleeping on deck in the winter weather.

He got as far as Mokp’o on the way to

Chemulp’o (Inch’on) when his boat was again

commandeered. So he chartered a junk with a

crew of three, and for six days navigated the

Yellow Sea in a howling snowstorm, finally

reaching Inchon via Kunsan, frostbitten and
nearly stfltjving.

At Seoul he bought horses and trekked to

Pyongyang, where he was received by the small

foreign community, including pioneer mis-

sionary Dr. (Samuel Moffett, whose son and

namesake still has correspondence and mem-
entoes connected with that visit.

However, on complaint of fellow corres-
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pondents he had left behind in Tokyo, he

was arrested, returned to Seoul, and jailed for

a week.

The Japanese, once hostilities actually

broke out, reluctantly permitted 14 corres-

pondents to travel to Pyongyang, where they

observed a battle, and subsequently went on

to Uiju on the Yalu River in the north. Lon-

don was of course among the group. In spring

they crossed into Manchuria, but were kept in

elegant isolation at a luxurious camp set up
near a Buddhist temple.

Chronically frustrated by inactivity,

London’s temper erupted when a sutler tried

to cheat him over horse fodder and (he

claimed) started to pull a knife on him. He
knocked the man down, was arrested by the

Japanese authorities, and threatened with

court martial. The sybaritic Richard Harding

Davis, still lounging among the fleshpots of

Tokyo, cabled President Theodore Roosevelt,

who intervened. When London left Korea in

May and returned to San Francisco July 1, no

doubt both he aud the Japanese authorities

heaved mutual sighs of relief.

Though Jack London was an honest man,

an intelligent and perceptive observer, and a

humanitarian, he labored under too many
presuppositions to be classed as an objective

commentator on the Orient.

For one thing, his democratic socialism

was balanced by a Nietzschean elitism presum-

ing Nordic supremacy, bolstered by the worst

side of his idol Kipling, condescending to the

“lesser breeds without the law”. In other

words, he was what today would be classed as

a racist, though it would be mistaken to label

him thus in terms of 1904 values.

In addition, he saw Japan at the peak of an

upsurge and Korea at the nadir of a down-
swing. and mistakenly generalized that the

Japanese were an energetic, efficient, progres-

sive race (that is. Western in outlook) and the

Koreans, though a strong and handsome
people, lazy, shiftless, dishonest, childlike and

loquacious (that is, Oriental -in the popular

Western stereotype).

Nevertheless, London did think enough of

at least one Korean, his houseboy-interpreter

Manyoungi, to take him back to the United

States as his general factotum and butler.

(Japanese servants later took over this func-

tion.)

It is perhaps significant—or maybe not

—

that in 1907, just before London, entering his

last megalomaniac phgse, sailed on a near-

disastrous round-the-world yacht cruise,

Manyoungi in effect resigned his post by

asking his master one morning, “Does God
want his coffee now?”

The Londonites claim that the Korean did

this because he was afraid to sail on the madly
disorganized voyage; but it is at least possible

that one member of those “lesser breeds” had

had more than enough of Nordic supremacy.

History is silent on the subsequent career

of Manyoungi, whether in America or Korea.

It would be interesting to know what happened

to that audacious young man. We could use

more of his type today.

London’s 1904 letters to Charmian, who
.

later became his second wife, cover his entire

Asian jaunt; the excerpts quoted in Jack

London Reports are used to piece out the

accounts given in the 20 articles he contributed

to the San Francisco Examiner and Collier's,

plus the one humorous piece on the magic he

noticed associated during his Korean travels

with the name “Mah Mok-sa” (Rev. Moffett),

unpublished at the time.

The Kitlredge letters stale some early

themes that are developed in the articles. From
the storm-tossed Yellow Sea junk he writes on

Feb. 13: “I'm glad I have Japanese sailors.

They’re braver and cooler than Koreans.”

Once landed and on horseback, he notes

“chatter and chin-chin to drive one mad”
(Mar. 8), “chin-chin and delays galore" (Mar.

9), a continuing reaction to Oriental formality

that may have had more than a little to do with

his inability to understand either Korean or

Japanese.

He sent Charmian some Korean poetry

translations, not quoted or identified, remark-

ing, “These are sweet, are they not? They are

the only sweet thing I have seen among the

Koreans” (Mar. 12).

Detained in Seoul on April 5, he writes:

“I never had time to learn to dance, but if this

war keeps on I'll learn that too—only the

missionaries don’t dance and the kresang (sic)

can’t dance because the emperor’s mother is

dead and the court is in mourning.”

He also gives an account of his public
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leading from The Call of the Wild for the

foreign community, perhaps the Royal Asiatic

Society founded four years before.

In the same letter he mentions, “Say, I

have learned a new (Korean) swear-word,

‘Jamie’. Whenever you want to swear just say

‘Jamie’ softly and people won’t know* ydu*re

swearing.” (This prized swear-word eludes

identification, at least in Korean, unless it is

*1H, which simply means “something amus-

ing”.)
• ••

Coming to the actual “war correspond-

ence” (the irony is noted by London, who
observed only a few hours of combat during

his entire four months in Korea), he describes

his hiring of Manyoungi, “the gem of boys”,

in Seoul. “He dressed in European clothes,

with a white shirt, stand-up collar, tie, studs

and all complete, and he talked English better,

far better, than my provisional interpreter

(a Japanese) and he was Korean. Not only did

he know how to work himself and achieve

results, but he possessed the miraculous

faculty of gelling work out of other Koreans.”

Off they went through “bulls and bullock

carts, trains of Korean pack ponies, soldiers

afoot and ahorse, a swarm of children, apa-

thetic Koreans too lazy to get out of the way,

blocked traffic, jams, plunging and rearing of

many horses . . . and never a collision” on

“the high road north through Peking Pass.”

He notes the wartime escalation of prices

—

“to the Korean the Japanese occupation is a

source of ineffable joy”—but observes that

the profits “will later be squeezed from them
by the master class, which is the official class

... In Korea there arc but two classes—the

squeezers and the squcczces. . . The Japanese

soldier cats the rice, the Korean people furnish

the rice, the Japanese Government pays for

the rice, and the Korean officials pocket the

money.”

On the road, he reflects: “Possibly the

strangest feature was the white garments worn

by the coolies, and, for that matter, by all

Koreans.. . . A stalwart race are the Kore-

ans, well muscled and towering above their

masters, the ‘dwarfs’ who conquered them of

old time and who look upon them today with

the eyes of possession. But the Korean is

spiritless. He lacks the dash of Malay that

makes the Japanese the soldier that he is.

“The Korean has finer features, but the

vital lack in his face>is strength. He is soft and
effeminate compared with the strong breeds,

and whatever strength has been his in the past

has been worked out of him by centuries of

corrupt government. He is certainly the most
inefficient of human creatures, lacking all

initiative and achievement.. . . Three coolies

are required to work an ordinary shovel.

. . . The simplest act requires half an hour of'

chin-chin and chatter before it can be per-

formed . . . About the only way to break up
this discussion is (to) vociferate ‘Os-saw P

which means hurry up, and to threaten to pull

his top-knot or break his head.

“For the Korean is nothing if not 4 co-

ward, and his fear of bodily hurt is about fequal

to his inaction. . . . The lack of quickness and
the need for it has given the Korean vocabu-

lary a score of words, among which may be

mentioned Pat-pee, Ol-lun, Soik-hee, Oil-ppit,

Koop-hee, Ning-kom, Bal-lee, and Cham-
kan.* And though Kipling has well said that

one mustn’t hustle the East, these are the first

words a white man learns .... If he be a

man of sensitive organization he will spend

most of his time under the compelling sway of

two alternating desires. The first is to kill

Koreans, the second is to commit suicide.

Personally I prefer the first.”

At one village, “there was endless chin-

chin but no chow, while there were frequent

invitations to go on to the next village, ‘ten li

more’.

“This phrase ‘ten li more’ has a peculiarly

irritating effect on Jones. He avers that he has

heard nothing else since he entered the coun-

try, and that he has heard it so often and under

such exasperating circumstances that he is

going to write a book about Korea and entitle

it ‘Ten Li More’.”

In one village, blankets were stolen, and

the travellers threatened the headman with

dire vengeance if they were not restored. A
coolie unearthed them from their hiding place

and was beaten by the populace in return.

London observes: “It was certainly Asiatic—

a

conception that the weak, by wreaking hurt

upon the weaker, would propitiate the strong.”

*Cham-kan means “for a short while”; the rest are

correct.
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On the differences in interpreters, we find:

“The chief difficulty with a Korean interpreter

is to get him to do any thinking, even his own.

The chief difficulty with a Japanese interpreter

is to head him off from doing your own
thinking as well as his own.”

Continuing his anthropological disserta-

tion, London discovers: “The next salient

characteristic of the Korean after inefficiency

is curiosity. He likes to ‘look-see’. Koo-kyung

is his word for it. . . . And it is a perpetual

koo-kyung. ... I live on the main street in a

deserted house . . . and all day long there is a

rapt and admiring audience before my door

.... I am certain that if I charged a penny a

‘look-see’ that I should more than clear

expenses.”

London does not mention an incident

recounted by his biographer, when he assumed

the crowds which gathered had come in

deference to his fame as an author, and then

learned that they had heard of his marvelous

removable bridgework, whereupon he was

required to demonstrate this modern miracle

for half an hour.

“In every country in the world money is a

vexatious problem,” the writer sagely ob-

serves. “Likewise in Korea, with this differ-

ence: (while) in other countries the vexation

is to get money, in Korea the vexation does

not arise until after the money is got. Without

money, all is serene; as soon as it arrives, one’s

troubles begin.”

Perhaps the most revealing episode in

these articles—revealing of both London and

his Sancho, Manyoungi—concerns their

modest attempt at social reform in confront-

ing the chief magistrate of the city of Sunan,

given in the rambling “Dr. Moffett” article

unpublished until 1970.

Manyoungi learns that the Sunan magistrate

“Pak Choon-song, a yangban or nobleman,

and a robber”, has kept 70 per cent of the

money paid by the Japanese for provender.

“Now all yangbans are robbers. The people

expect them to rob. They have never known
anything else than robbery on the part of their

rulers. But there are degrees of robbery. . . .

a fair squeeze is legitimate. A magistrate who
robs them within reason is loved by his people,

and when he departs elsewhere they select a

suitable spot near the village entrance and

48

erect a monument in honor of the temperate-

ness with which he robbed.”

Manyoungi, not exhibiting the apathy

and submissiveness his master attributed to

Koreans, becomes angry and urges London,
as a foreigner of equivocal status, to protest.

“He had learned, what all Asiatics learn, that

justice is a characteristic belonging peculiarly

to the white man, and that from the white man
only is it obtainable” is London’s complacent

view of the matter.

Recalling the account by British travel

writer Isabella Bird Bishop of her humilia-

ting treatment by a sexist yangban, London
decides at least to make things a bit hot for

this one.

The pair visit the yamen, only to be

ignored by Pak and his cronies. London
barges in, orders the cronies out, and sits

down uninvited in the august presence. Man-
youngi with an obvious effort obeys his master’s

order that he be seated too.

This unheard-of rudeness intimidates the

magistrate, who although angry begins polite

conversation. At Manyoungi’s urging
—

“like

a wrathful angel as he translated”—London
brings up the matter of the 70 per cent

squeeze.

“Pak Choon-song glowered at me in

speechless anger. Of course, it must be under-

stood that directness is as repulsive to the

Oriental mind as the violation of every one of

the Ten Commandments is to the Occiden-

tal. Besides, I had begun by being so beauti-

fully indirect, and then to spring this most

brutal, point-blank directness upon him!

... (I) wished fervently that Mrs. Bishop

could be looking on.”

Then the equivocations begin, with Pak
politicly on the defensive, but unyielding.

“Pak Choon-song was very sorry for the

poor people. I asked for some more sub-

stantial expression of his sorrow than mere

words. Pak Choon-song did not understand.

I grew immediately afraid. ‘I do not under-

stood’ is the impregnable citadel of the

Oriental. There is nothing in the universe

capable of dislodging him. So I hastened to

cut off Pak Choon-song’s retreat. I looked

very severe . . . while I explained very min-

utely every detail of the process of giving

back to the people the 70 per cent squeeze.
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He said he understock, and he promised

faithfully that every cent of it would be

returned. There was nothing more to be

said. The mission was accomplished. I rose

to go . . . Park Choon-song himself saw
me through the door, and through two more
rooms, and down the steps, and across the

courtyard to the outer gate, and at the top of

the last flight of stairs bade me an ob-

sequious goodbye.

“But so far as concerned the return of the

70 per cent squeeze, I knew, and Manyoungi
knew, and Pak Choon-song knew and we all

knew that one another knew, that Pak Choon-
song intended nothing of the sort.”

At a jail for Russian prisoners in the

Chinese city he knew as “Kuel-ian-ching”, the

point furthest north of his journey, London
saw a sight that came “as a blow in the face

to me . . . There was a man, a white man,
with blue eyes looking at me. He was dirty

and unkempt. He had been through a fierce

battle. But his eyes were bluer than mine

and his skin as white. ... A choking sensa-

tion was in my throat. These men were my
kind. I found myself suddenly and sharply

aware that I was an alien among these brown
men . . . and l felt myself strangely at one

with those other men .... felt that my
place was there inside with them in their

captivity, rather than outside in freedom

amongst aliens.”

This traumatic racial satori may have been

in the back of the writer’s mind when he

penned the article “The Yellow Peril” for

the Sept. 25 issue of the Examiner after lus

return home. The article advances the pro-

position that Chinese diligence supervised by

Japanese technical expertise could become a

powerful threat to Western supremacy, but

in the end would not prevail, since the Oc-

cidental spiritual values are inbred, and

merely imitated by the emerging Orient.

Along the way London delivers his valedic-

tory slap at Korea: “To achieve a correct

appreciation of the Chinese’, the traveller

should first sojourn among the Koreans for

several months Tested thus (in war)

the Korean fails. He lacks the nerve to re-

main when a strange army crosses his land

(as the Chinese do). The few goods and chat-

tels he may have managed to accumulate he

puts on his back, along with his doors and
windows, and away he heads for his moun-
tain fastnesses. Later he may return, sans

goods, chattels, doors and windows, im-

pelled by insatiable curiosity for a ‘look-see’.

But it is curiosity merely—a timid, deerlike

curiosity. He is prepared to bound away on
his long legs at the first hint of danger or

trouble.

“Northern Korea was a desolate land

when the Japanese passed through. The fields

lay untouched. There was no ploughing nor

sowing, no green things growing. Little or

nothing was to be purchased. ... In many
a lonely village not an ounce nor a grain of

anything could be bought, and yet there might

be standing around scores of white-gar-

mented, stalwart Koreans, smoking yard-

long pipes and chattering, chattering— cease-

lessly chattering. Love, money or force could

not procure from them a horeshoe, or a

horeshoe nail.
“
‘Upso’ was their inevitable reply. ‘Upso’,

cursed word, which means ‘Have not got’.

“They had tramped probably forty miles

that day down from their hiding places, and

forty miles back they would cheerfully

tramp, chattering all the way over what they

had seen. Shake a stick at them as they stand

chattering about your campfire, and the

gloom of the landscape will be filled with

tall flitting ghosts, bounding like deer, with

great springy strides which one cannot but

envy. They have splendid vigor and fine

bodies, but they arc accustomed to being

beaten and robbed without protest or re-

sistance by every chance foreigner who enters

the country ....
“The Korean is the perfect type of in-

efficiency—of utter worthlessness. The Chin-

ese is the perfect type of industry.”

The only other known literary product of

Jack London’s Asian journey is the Korean
episode in his late novel The Star Rover.

Written in 1913, this is the last London book
that his admirers regard as satisfying. (The

title is somewhat deceptive, or hyperbolic:

the protagonist’s detached spirit does not

rove the stars, but the ages.)

Since London as a former jailbird him-

self was interested in prison reform, he

conceived the idea of having his narrator’s
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free-roving spirit projected from a body that,

ironically, suffered the closest possible con-

straint: strait-jacketing in a prison’s solitary

confinement cells.

Unfortunately this device produces a good
deal of tedious melj^oama involving the

sadistic prison warden and guards outrage-

ously mistreating prisoners who are uniformly

staunch, noble, true blue, eloquent and witty.

The narrator is Darrel Standing, a pro-

fessor of agriculture (he echoes some of

London’s precocupation with agrarian reform

in California) who is confined in San Quentin

Prison for murdering a rival for his wife’s

affections. Framed by a vicious fellow prison-

er described as a “poet-forger” and “de-

generate”, Standing is falsely accused by the

monstrous Warden Atherton of hiding dy-

namite for a jailbreak, and is placed, in soli-

tary confilnement to force him to confess

where it is stashed. This confrontation goes

on for five years, during much of which time

he is kept lashed in a strait jacket for weeks

at a time.

Finally Standing escapes his cell, but is

captured by a guard, whom he strikes. For a

“lifer” to hit a guard is a capital offense, and
Standing is hung, allowing London another

implied sermon against capital punishment.

But in solitary, Standing has learned by a

kind of self-hyponsis to avoid pain and bore-

dom by projecting his spirit into past ages

and incarnations: he has been a cavalier at the

court of the Louis, a shipwrecked mariner

living off seals on a rocky Arctic islet, a pion-

eer lad crossing the Great Plains under Indian

attack, and a Dutch sailor shipwrecked in

Korea with Hamel’s crew, as well as many
other incarnations mentioned in passing.

These episodes are mainly action yarns or

man-against-nature pieces, in the reliable

London manner. But in a peroration near

the end, the narrator hails the immortality

of the human spirit, though it is not clear

whether London had undergone a late con-

version from his atheistic materialism to a

belief in reincarnation, or was simply using

this passage as a metaphor for the indomit-

ability of the individual and the continuity of

the human race, main themes in his fiction.

Though Star Rover is not a long book, it

gives the impression of being rather slow

moving and tedious. London’s invention is

not as fresh as it was earlier, and he is still

capable of devising words like "abruptive”

and phrases like the one concerning someone
gazing “upon sunrises and sunsets other than

you know now, looking back, you ever

looked upon”.

More to the point, the book does not build

cumulatively as intended, but .remains a series

of episodes rather arbitrarily strung together.

For a dissenting view there is this defense

from Fritz Leiber, dean of contemporary

science-fantasy authors, in a letter to this

writer: “I must confess 1 rate The Star Rover

as a great fantasy novel, with its mixture of

San Quentin barbarities and former-deaths-

relived. To me it was London’s great dying

gasp. Of course, there’s something solemnly

naive about London’s man-to-m'an (or man-
to-boy) style, but it doesn’t bother me much.”

The Korean episode, consisting of the

last part of Chapter Six and all of Chapter

Seven, deals freely with the actual experien-

ces and personalities of the survivors among
the crew of the Dutch merchantman “Spar-

wehr”, or Sparrowhavvk, wrecked in a ty-

phoon on the coast of Cheju Island in 1653.

Some of the individuals are named and

characterized for purposes of the plot, not-

ably Hendrik Hamel, the Secretary of the

vessel (called supercargo by London^ whose

long account of the castaways’ thirteen

years in Korea must have been seen in its

English translation by the novelist, perhaps

in the library of Dr. Moffett or one of the

other missionary scholars.

London depicts Hamel as a greedy schemer

and manipulator at the royal court; but his

story’s fictitious hero, Adam Strang, is made
to rise high in circles of power, whereas the

actual Dutch seamen, after their curiosity

value wore off, were forced to scrape along as

provincial militiamen and even beggars until

some of them esaped by sea to Nagasaki in

1666. Such liberties with individuals are

matched by a certain free and easy approach

to history and geography, though it must be

realized that London was a novelist, not a

scholar, and moreover was working in an

area where there was very little factual know-

ledge available in Western languages at the

time.
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The following summary of the story in-

cludes a number of direct quotations which

indicate how much local color and detail

London was able to work into his tale; where

there are errors or doubtful points, I have

tried to point out or clarify such issues in-

sofar as possible. For counselling in points of

language, history, and other matters, I am
indebted to Dr. Samuel H. Moffett of the

Korea Presbyterian Mission and Professor

James B. Palais of the University of Washing-

ton, as well as my secretary and “Manyoung-
i”, Mr. Park Scung-ryong.

Adam Strang, an English sailor and ad-

venturer, is marooned on an island “some-

where under the equator in what must be the

Western Pacific,” but is rescued by the Dutch

ship “Sparwchr” under Capt. Johannes Ma-
artens (a fictional name; the real captain

died in the shipwreck), a freebooting ad-

venturer (actually “Sparrowhawk” was an

ordinary merchantman).

Entering the Yellow Sea on the way to

China (she was in reality making for Japan),

the ship is wrecked in a typhoon on rocks off

a coast of “grim rock isles and islets beyond

counting, dim snow-covered ranges beyond,

and everywhere upstanding cliffs too steep

for snow, out-juts of headlands, and pin-

nacles and slivers of rock upthrust from the

boiling sea”. (This description fits parts of

the Cheju coast, except for snow, never seen

there save on the upper slopes of Mt.

Halla.)

It is interesting to note in passing that

Cheju Island is the scene of the other two

early American novels about Korea: Archer

Hulberl’s Queen of Quelpart (1902) and

Homer Hulbert’s Face in the Mist (1937).

(Sec the present writer’s article in Korea

Journal, November, 1975.)

After three days of privation the surviving

18 men (there were actually 36 survivors,

just twice as many as London indicates) are

found by a fishing boat whose crew is “clad

entirely in dirty white, with their long hair

done up in a curious knot on their pates—the

marriage knot, as. I was afterwards to learn,

a handy thing to clutch hold of with one hand

whilst you clouted with the other when an

argument went beyond words.”

They are taken to a village and fed: “Their

rice was brown as chocolate. Half the husks
remained in it, along with bits of chaff,

splinters, and unidentifiable dirt which made
one pause often in the chewing in order to

stick into his mouth thumb and forefinger

and pluck out the offending stuff. Also they
ate millet, and pickles of astounding variety

and ungodly hot.” (This rude fare may ap-
proximate what London was fed during
an actual typhoon near the same area.)

“Their houses were earthen-walled and
straw-thatched. Under the floors ran flues

through which the kitchen smoke escaped,

warming the sleeping room in its passage.

We smoked in tiny bowls at the end of
yard-long pipes. Also there was a warm,
sourish, milky-looking drink, heady only
when taken in enormous docs.” (London
obviously had some experience of wakkoli)

They are visited by an official “all in pale-

tinted silks of various colors”, a “yangbati

or noble; also, he was what might be called

a magistrate or governor of the district or pro-

vince. This means that his office was appoin-
tive, and that he was a tithe-squeezer or tax

farmer.” (We know what London thought
of this type, but in the novel there is no overt

condemnation.)

The attending constabulary attempt to

put cangucs or neck-fetters on the sailors,

who fight back. “Here was where I earned my
name Yi Yong-ik, the Mighty (One).” (Yi

was of course of powerful official of the time

when London visited Korea, which may
account for the novelist’s use of the name as

a synonym for strength.)

They arc taken by boat to the mainland,

imprisoned, and eventually set off for the

capital, referred to throughout anachronis-.

tically by its later Japanized name of Kcijo.

The sailors are amazed that their “dwarf
horses” are fed on “hot bean soup. It was
the custom of the country.”

“.
. .we were a travelling menagerie.

The word went on ahead, so that all the

country folk flocked to the roadside to see

us pass.” (London had had experience of this

too.)

“Bread there was none, but we ate white

rice (the strength of which resides in one’s

muscles not long), a meat which we found to

be dog (which animal is regularly butchered
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for food in Cho-Sen), and the pickles un-

godly hot but which one learns to like ex-

ceeding well. And there was drink, real drink,

not milky slush, but white, biting stuff dis-

tilled from rice, a pint of which would kill

a weakling and make a strong man mad and

merry.” (London seems to have preferred soju

to makkoli.)

Strang makes friends with their captor,

Captain Kim: "Kim was young. Kim was

human. Kim was universal. He was a man
anywhere, in any country. He and I talked

and laughed and joked the day long and half

the night. And 1 verily ate up the language.

I had a gift that way anyway. Even Kim
marveled at the way 1 mastered the idiom.

"And I learned the Korean point of view,

the Korean humor, the Korean soft places,

weak places, touchy places. Kim taught me
flower songs, love songs, drinking songs.

One of the latter was his own, of the end of

which I shall give you a crude attempt at

translation ....

No, no begone! The merry bowl

Again shall bolster up my soul

Against itself. What, good man, hold!

Can's t tell me where red wine is sold?

Nay, just beyondyon peach-tree? There?

Good luck be thine; I’ll thither fare.”

(The poem and translation have not been

traced; it is considered to sound like James

Gale’s rather ornate translations, which

London may well have seen, and copied, in

Pyongyang.)

I Strang’s outspoken admiration for Kim,

among a people for whom in general he held

little regard, suggests London’s high praise

for Manyoungi. In any case, if Strang learned

this much about Korea from his friend, he

was in a good position to write a 17th century

precursor to Paul Crane’s Korean Patterns.

‘‘And so we journeyed . . . from walled

city to walled city across a snowy mountain

land that was hollowed with innumerable

fat farming valleys. And every evening at

fall of day beacon fires sprang from peak to

peak and ran along the land . . . One beacon

meant the land was at peace. Two beacons

meant revolt or invasion.”

“Keijo we found a vast city . . . The
walls of the palace were huge and of dressed

stone. . . . The mere gateway was of the

size of a palace iq itself, rising pagoda-like,

in many retreating stories, each story fringed

with tile roofing. ... In the great open space

before the palace wall were colossal stone

dogs that looked more like tortoises. They
crouched on massive stone pedestals of

twice the height of a man.” (The liaitai, of

Chinese origin, are usually considered

representations of lions, not dogs.)

"A smart guard of soldiers turned out at

the gateway. These, Kim told me, were the

Tiger Hunters of Pyeng-yang, the fiercest

and most terrible fighting men of which

Cho-Sen could boast. . . . Only a civilization

deep and wide and old and strong could

produce this far-walled, many-gabled roof of

kings.”

The captives are taken before the “Em-
peror” (he was still a king in those days) in

his feasting hall amid “high dignitaries,

princes of the blood, sworded nobles, pale

priests, court ladies with faces exposed,

Ki-sang or dancing girls who rested from
entertaining, and duennas, waiting women,
eunuchs, lackeys, and palace slaves, a myriad

of them.”

The king himself (it would have been

Hyojong in actuality) is "a merry monarch,

especially so for an Asiatic. Not more than

forty, with a clear, pallid skin that had never

known the sun, he was paunched and weak-

legged. Yet he had once been a fine man.

The noble forehead attested that. But the

eyes were bleared and weak-lidded, the lips

twitching and trembling from the various

excesses in which he had indulged. . . .

largely devised and pandered by Yunsan,

the Buddhist priest.”

The mariners are baited to dance and

cavort by the kisaeng, but when Strang

flattens an obnoxious eunuch, he gains the

respect of the court, and the special attention

of “Lady Om, princess of the house of

Min, . . . thirty, and for all that (sic) her

ripeness and beauty a princess still unmarried,

as I was to learn.”

Strang’s recently-acquired command of

Korean impresses the king, especially when
he cleverly claims that he spoke the language

from infancy without study, and is a reincarna-

tion of a noble from “the blood of the house
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of Koryu . . . .that ruled at Songdo many a

long year when my house arose on the ruins

of Silla.”

The king orders him invested with the

rank of yangban, and he is given the name he

won, Yi Yong-ik.

“Taiwun, the Emperor’s brother, was a

sot of sots,” and challenges Strang to a

drinking bout. ‘‘Next day the palace was
abuzz with my feat, for I had put Taiwun
and all his companions snoring on the mats

and walked unaided to my bed. Never, in

days of vicissitude that came later, did Taiwun
doubt my claim of Korean birth. Only a

Korean, he averred, could possess so strong a

head.” (Taiwun was a title for the father,

not the brother, of a king; London no doubt
took it mistakenlyfrom theregentTaewon’gun,

Prince Hungson, a commanding figure in

late 19lh century politics.)

Strang is summoned by Lady Oin.

‘‘She . . . had a palace to herself, among
lotus ponds where grew forests of trees

centuries old but so dwarfed that they reached

no higher than my middle. Bronze bridges, so

delicate and rare that they looked as if

fashioned by jewel-smiths, spanned her lily

ponds, and a bamboo grove screened her

palace from all the palace ... I sat beside

her on deep mats that made the room half a

couch, and wine was given me and sweets to

nibble, served on tiny foot-high tables inlaid

with pearl.”

The princess is being pressed to marry

her scheming cousin Chong Mong-ju, whose

ruthless ambitions threaten the power of the

priest Yunsan, an ally of the princess.

Hamel, himself scheming to secure the

safety of the castaways, urges Strang to woo
Lady Om, and he is nothing loath: “She was a

beauty—yes, a beauty by any set rule of the

world. Her large black eyes were neither

slitled nor slanted in the Asiatic way. They
were long, true, but set squarely and with

just the slightest hint of obliqueness that was

all for piquancy.” (If they read this kind of

stuff, extolling the non-Asjan-ness of ideal

Asian beauty, no wonder Oriental girls

began to indulge in those unfortunate eyelid

,

operations.)
' “‘Know that with me you are better and

greater than any of the house of Koryu.

You are ... ’ She paused, and I waited,

watching the daring grow in her eyes. ‘You
are a man,’ she completed.” (This passage is

startlingly close to another ethnocentric

effusion found on page 52 of Homer Hulbert’s

Face in the Mist : “O, but you Americans
are men\")

Strang realizes that “there were cliques

and cliques within cliques that made a

labyrinth of the palace . . . (but) scheming

and intriguing I left to Hamel and Yunsan,
who were the politicians. I was mere man and

lover ...”
Chong fights back by manipulating the

“disaffected half (of) the provincial priesthood,

until they pilgrimaged in processions a mile

long to the palace” to protest the marriage,

“and frightened the Emperor into a panic.”

But Yunsan distracts the king with “nov-

elties of excess that had been long preparing.”

“‘You must grow your hair for the'

marriage knot,’ Yunsan warned me one day,

with the ghost of a twinkle in his austere

eyes, more nearly facetious and human than

I had ever beheld him.” (The figure of a

Buddhist monk as power behind the throne is

more typical of Koryo than Yi times, though

several did indeed obtain influence in the

later era.)

The wedding takes place and Strang is

appointed “governor of the seven home
provinces of ancient Koryu.” He leads an

army of 50,000 north to subdue “the Hong-du,

or ‘Red Heads’. . . . wild raiders, on occasion

crossing the Yalu in great masses and over-

running northern Cho-Scn like locusts.”

Here London’s chronology goes slightly

askew: “I do not know if the invasion of the

Red Heads is recorded in Western history,

but if so it will give a clew to the date of the

times of which I write. Another clew: when
Was Hidcyoshi the Shogun of Japan? In my
time I heard echoes of the two invasions, a

generation before, driven by Hidcyoshi

through the heart Of Cho-Scn from Fusan in

the south to as far north as Pyeng-yang.”

(These were of course the Imjin wars of 1592

and 1597. while the “Sparrowhawk” ship-

wreck dates to 1653, three generations later,

raiher lh n one.)

Peace is restored on the border, “Yunsan

was absolute. . . . Chong Mong-ju, clipped of
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power, in disgrace, had retired to sulk some-

where on the far nonheast coast. . . . The
Lady Om and I had won our hearts’ desires.’'

“I became patron of the art of wrestling

and revived archery among the yang-bans.

Also, there was tiger-hunting in the northern

mountains. . . .

“Cho-Sen had no commerce, no foreign

traders. . . . This was due to her immemorial
policy of isolation. Once in a decade or a

score of years, Chinese ambassadors arrived,

but they came overland, around the Yellow

Sea, across the country of the Hong-du, and
down the Mandarin Road to Keijo ... a

year-long journey. Their mission was to

exact from our Emperor the empty ceremonial

of acknowledgement of China’s ancient

suzerainty.” (The policy of isolation was
actually enforced systematically only after

the Imjin wars 60 years before; and the

Chinese embassy was annual.)

Byt Hamel has grown restive and greedy.

His crony Captain Maartens has -been

appointed “governor of the paltry little

province of Kyong-ju (sic),” and Hamel
schemes to raid the royal treasury in the

capital while Maartens rifles the Kyongju
tombs on “Tabong Mountain . . .

(where

were) shrined and sepultured the bones of the

ancient kings of Silla.” (It is notable that at

the time London wrote, there was no known
record of a Silla tumulus being opened, so no

one knew for sure whether there would be

treasures unearthed or not, as the fictional

conspirators assumed.)

Meanwhile Chong in exile plots a come-
back. “It takes the cold patience of the

Asiatic to conceive and execute huge and
complicated conspiracies. The strength of

Chong Mong-ju’s palace clique grew beyond

Yunsan’s wildest dreaming. . . . (he) cor-

rupted the very palace guards.”

The tomb robbery—perhaps suggested

by a 19th century incident in which a German
adventurer actually desecrated the grave of

the Taewongun’s father, producing an erup-

tion of anti-foreign feeling— fails when a

fog arises, thwarting the culprits’ attempt to

escape to Japan by boat. They are captured

by “the local magistrate Yi Sun-sin"—the

name of Korea’s greatest military hero of

the Imjin wars, appropriated by London,

probably at random.

The villainous Chong uses the resultant

xenophobic outburst among the populace as

an occasion to strike. Taking over the palace

and terrorizing the king, he excecutes the

grave robbers, Yunsan, and Strang’s old

friend Kim, who had become his captain-of-

the-guard.

As for the lovers: “It takes an Asiatic to

temper his spleen to steady, persistent,

life-long revenge. . . . (Chong) did not

destroy us. We wrere not even imprisoned.

(We) were to be outcasts, beggars on the

highways.”

This subtle and degrading revenge con-

tinues for forty years, during which “in

Songdo I became a fuel-carrier. ... in

Pyeng-yang I became a water-carrier, for

know that that old city whose walls were

ancient even in the time of David (!), was

considered by the people to be a canoe, and

that therefore, to sink a well inside the walls

would be to scupper the city. ... In far

Wiju I became a dog-butcher. ... I was a

dyer's helper in Pyonhan, a gold miner in the

placers of Kangwon, a ropemaker and

twine-twister in Chiksan. I plaited straw

hats in Padok, gathered grass in Whang-hai,

and in Masanpo sold myself to a rice farmer

to toil bent double in the flooded paddies for

less than a coolie's pay. . . . The Lady Om
and 1 searched two seasons and found a single

root of the wild mountain ginseng, which is

esteemed so rare and precious a thing that the

Lady Om and I could have lived a year in

comfort from the sale of our one root. But

in the selling of it I was apprehended, the

root confiscated, and I was better beaten and

much longer planked than ordinary . . .

"There was never a time or place that the

long arm of Chong Mong-ju did not reach out

and punish and thrust me upon the beggar’s

way. . . . Everywhere the wandering mem-
bers of the Peddler’s Guild carried word of

me, my comings and goings, to Chong
Mong-ju at Keijo . . . I was a marked man.”

(The Guild was a very real and potent

tool of government, and continued so, as

witness their attack on the Independence

Club in 1898.)

"... Chosen, I know your every

highway and mountain path, all your walled
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cities and the least of your villages. ....
What we in extremity have eaten!— Leavings

of dog meat. . . . minari, a water cress,

gathered from stagnant pools of slime;

spoiled kimchi that would revolt the stomachs

of peasants and that could be smelled a

mile.” (London seems to be drawing on his

memories of inland pilgrimalges where

perhaps only the most intrepid missionaries

had preceded him.)

There was no escape: “Beyond the Yalu,

forty miles wide, was the strip of waste that

constituted the northern frontier and that ran

from sea to sea. It was not really waste land,

but land that had deliberately been made
waste in carrying out Cho-Sen’s policy of

isolation. On this forty-mile strip all farms,

villages, and cities had been destroyed. It

was no-man’s land, infested with wild animals

and traversed by companies of mounted

Tiger . Hunters whose business was to kill

any human being they found. That way was

no escape for us, nor was there any escape

... by sea. ... At times junks of Japan

were sighted, but never lifted a familiar

topsail of old Europe above the sea rim.”

(Whether or not there was an actual “strip of

waste” during this period, London’s descrip-

tion tallies uncannily with the present DMZ.)
The wanderers are haunted by a mocking

folk song supposedly referring to the failed

tomb raid, given thus in Romanized Korean

and English, both of undetermined source:

“ Yanggukeni chajin anga

VVhean pong tora deunda.

The thick fog of the Westerners

Broods over Whean peak.”

Finally, near “Fusan” (a Japanized

spelling of Pusan), the inevitable happens to

which all this has been simply a buildup:

Strang encounters the dastardly Chong and,

senile as they both have become by now,
manages to kill him: “I was dizzy, but not

unconscious, and very blissful with my old

fingers buried in that lean and scraggly old

neck I had sought for so long. The blows

continued to rain on my head . . . (but)

I knew he was well dead ere darkness de-

scended upon me there on the cliffs of Fusan

by the Yellow Sea.”

Thus ends the Korean episode in Jack

London's compulsive, wide-ranging quest

through all ages and climes for a love that

lasts, and for vengeance against anything

which constrains or blights that impossible

ideal of love.

His real enemy, like that of all of us,

was time; and in this novel, flawed though it

may be, he has met and defeated this enemy
in their first and last direct encounter, though

himself inevitably defeated by it in turn.

His dabblings in Korean history and

culture, interesting and innovative as these

may be, must be viewed from the perspective

of this broader, if nobly infeasible, purpose.
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